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By Jonathan Weisman

ISTANBUL — U.S. Presi-
dent Barack Obama capped
his eight-day introduction to
the world diplomatic stage
with a trip to the war he
hopes to end—an unan-
nounced stop in Baghdad.

The U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq strained diplomatic rela-
tions throughout Europe, and
Obama aides said the presi-
dent’s first major trip
abroad—a voyage of more
than 20,000 kilometers that
included six countries, pri-
vate meetings with 19 world
leaders and dignitaries, three
summits, two town-hall meet-
ings, one parliamentary and
one public address—was
aimed as much at easing ten-
sions with allies as at racking
up immediate, tangible
achievements.

“Why didn’t the waters
part, the sun shine and all the
ills of the world disappear be-
cause President Obama came
to Europe? That wasn’t our ex-
pectation,” said White House
senior adviser David Axelrod.
“That’ll take at least a few
weeks.”

The president did emerge
with some concrete achieve-
ments, in part because he low-
ered expectations. Grand
aims at global economic stim-
ulus gave way in London on
Thursday to a framework for
international financial regula-
tion, a published list of tax ha-
vens and billions more dol-
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Fight to save Italy’s gems
With quake deaths topping 200, rescuers try to reach imperiled artwork

Power player

TARP’s CIO turns the screws
as Washington culture shifts
News in Depth, pages 16-17

Obama’s
measured
progress
on trip

By Stephen Fidler

LONDON—Swiss private
bankers are becoming wary
about travelling abroad, un-
derscoring how hard a global
crackdown on tax avoidance
is hitting the discreet busi-
ness of providing banking ser-
vices to the wealthy.

UBS AG, the world’s larg-
est manager of private
wealth by assets, has barred
“client-facing” staff in its
wealth-management divi-
sions from traveling
abroad—a move aimed at
avoiding further trouble for
the bank, which already has
had two bankers arrested as
part of a continuing U.S. in-
vestigation into tax fraud.

At the same time, other
private bankers in Switzer-
land are being advised to exer-
cise personal discretion in
their travel decisions, people

familiar with the matter said.
The travel jitters come as

leaders of the Group of 20 de-
veloped and developing na-
tions have redoubled their ef-
forts to crack open the secre-
tive tax havens where private
bankers often park their cli-
ents’ money. Following last
week’s G-20 meeting, the Or-
ganization for Economic Co-
operation and Development
included Switzerland on a
“gray list” of countries that
hadn’t yet followed through
on promises to comply with
its directives on sharing tax
information.

Meanwhile, U.S. authori-
ties have been offering le-
niency to tax evaders in ex-
change for information on
the bankers who helped them
hide the money.

For UBS, the travel ban
could hinder the lucrative
wealth-management busi-

ness on which it has relied to
survive the financial crisis.
That business was already de-
clining as U.S. tax authorities
pushed the bank to provide
them with names of U.S. cli-
ents suspected of tax eva-
sion.

UBS has turned over infor-
mation on nearly 300 ac-
counts as part of a deal in
which it admitted to conspir-
acy to defraud the U.S. Inter-
nal Revenue Service. The
bank is still under pressure
from the IRS to provide infor-
mation on 52,000 other ac-
counts. UBS says bank se-
crecy laws forbid it to do so.

Two UBS bankers have
been arrested and a further
senior executive is being
sought in connection with
the case. U.S. investigations
continue into some of the
bank’s U.S. clients.

Private clients at UBS

withdrew a net 123 billion
Swiss francs ($108.17 billion)
in 2008, compared with a net
inflow of 156 billion francs in
2007. That means the bank
lost market share to its chief
rival, Credit Suisse Group
AG, whose private-banking
business saw 51 billion francs
of inflows last year. UBS had a
total of 1.6 trillion francs un-
der management at the end
of last year, compared to 789
billion francs at Credit
Suisse.

A UBS spokesman said the
travel ban, which went into ef-
fect April 1, was a “precau-
tionary measure” that would
last at least several more
weeks while the bank reviews
its compliance procedures.

The ban affects about
1,000 of the bank’s roughly
14,000 client advisers.

Most advisers deal only
Please turn to page 31

The Cathedral of L'Aquila is one of the many historic treasures among the 15,000 buildings damaged or destroyed in Monday’s earthquake.

Empty Nabucco
Russia swoops in to buy
the gas Europe wanted
for the pipeline. Page 15
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Money & Investing: Tensions mount at BofA as a potential future chief gains stature
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What’s
News

U.S. stocks fell, with the
DJIA down 2.3%, as investors
showed trepidation ahead of
Alcoa’s kickoff of earnings
season after the market
closed. Shares in Europe also
lost ground on jitters about
corporate earnings. Page 20

n Obama made a surprise
visit to Baghdad, praising
Iraqi political gains and meet-
ing with Maliki. Page 2

n Goldman Sachs’s CEO said
executive compensation at
financial institutions should
be changed to discourage ex-
cessive risk-taking. Page 19

n The euro zone’s economy
contracted in the fourth quar-
ter by more than initially esti-
mated, pointing to a slow re-
covery from recession. Page 9

n European airlines reported
steep declines in March traf-
fic, with Air France-KLM hit
especially hard. Page 6

n HSBC and Bank Medici
were ordered to hand over
documents relating to money
placed by investors with
Madoff’s business. Page 21

n RBS is in talks with em-
ployee representatives about
a plan that could lead to
9,000 job cuts. Page 21

n Sibir Energy dismissed its
CEO and filed suits against
him and the company’s core
owner, accusing them of share-
price manipulation. Page 19

n Declines in sales of luxury
cars at BMW, Daimler and
Audi eased in March from
earlier in the quarter. Page 4

n About a half-dozen bidders
have emerged for AIG’s asset-
management business, but
declines in asset prices have
complicated the sale. Page 21

n China pledged to build
thousands more hospitals as
part of a plan to improve its
health-care system. Page 3

n Chinese firm Limmt and its
manager were charged in the
U.S. with making illegal finan-
cial transactions to help Iran
get banned materials. Page 10

n Spain’s Zapatero shuffled
his cabinet to renew his gov-
ernment’s approach to the
economic crisis. Page 10

n Demonstrators stormed
Moldova’s Parliament, torch-
ing furniture to protest elec-
tions they say were fraudulent.

n An Iraqi court reduced the
prison sentence for a journal-
ist who threw his shoes at
Bush to one year from three.

europe.WSJ.com

Crackdown shackles Swiss private bankers

By Stacy Meichtry

L’AQUILA, Italy—Anna
Maria Reggiani, head of the
local branch of Italy’s Minis-
try of Culture, surveyed the
crumbling entrance of the
Castello Spagnolo—the
Spanish Castle—on Tuesday
morning. She delivered a
dire prognosis on the paint-
ings and sculptures inside
the 16th-century castle,
built during the rule of Holy
Roman Emperor Charles the
V.

“There are thousands
trapped in there and we
can’t get to them,” she said.
“These works are what con-

nect us to our past.”
The magnitude 6.3 earth-

quake that hit this area of
central Italy left 207 people
dead in L’Aquila and sur-
rounding villages by Tues-
day night. Up to 15,000 build-
ings were damaged or de-
stroyed and 17,000 people
had to stay in tents because
their homes were too frag-
ile.

Already, as rescue work-
ers continue to dig through
the rubble, experts are think-
ing about how to save works
of culture and art. Italy has a
long history of quakes, and
its large number of old build-
ings make it particularly vul-

nerable. Many of these his-
toric structures contain
works of art stretching back
for centuries. Italy has the
largest number of World Her-
itage Sites, as listed by
Unesco—43, of which 37
count as “cultural.”

L’Aquila and its surround-
ing area contain thousands
of monuments and works of
art, some of which are centu-
ries old. Hundreds of paint-
ings and sculptures are
trapped inside damaged or
collapsed buildings.

Most churches through-
out the area were severely
damaged—in two cases top-
pling the cupolas and in one

more collapsing one of the
main walls. Another histori-
cal building was destroyed.

“L’Aquila is extremely
rich in art and architecture,”
said Francesco Benelli, a pro-
fessor of art history and ar-
cheology at Columbia Uni-
versity in New York. “The ar-
tistic heritage in the region
has been severely damaged
by the earthquake.”

After rehousing the
homeless, he added, “the
first operation should be to
rebuild the damaged struc-
tures.”

On Tuesday, Mrs. Reggi-
ani had two main worries:

Please turn to back page
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Spot the difference. Bar-
clays announced a profit for
2008, passed its Financial
Services Authority stress
test, and has kept the U.K.
government off its owner-
ship register. Royal Bank of
Scotland Group made the
biggest loss in U.K. corporate
history and is now largely
owned by the taxpayer. So
which bank’s debt is judged
the greatest risk by the
credit-default-swaps market?

The answer, astonishingly,
is neither. Shares in Barclays
have nearly tripled since
March, massively outperform-
ing RBS. Yet senior credit de-
fault swaps on both banks
have traded in lockstep. Five-

year senior swaps on both
are hovering around two per-
centage points.

There are three possible
reasons. The first is that
credit investors fear that at
some point, not only will Bar-
clays be forced to ask for gov-
ernment support but that
governments will eventually
demand bondholders share
some of the pain. That may
seem unlikely right now, par-
ticularly in relation to senior
debt, which governments
seem determined to protect
at all costs, but political risk
is trumping credit risk.

A second reason may be
that credit market price sig-
nals are skewed by technical

factors. Equity markets are
far more liquid, making them
more responsive to changes
in investor sentiment.

But the most likely expla-
nation is that senior bank
CDS prices no longer reflect
idiosyncratic risk but are sim-
ply used as a bet on systemic
risk. That much is clear from
the iTraxx Europe index,
where bank CDS prices are
effectively grouped along geo-
graphic lines largely reflect-
ing the perceived creditwor-
thiness of the sovereign.

That isn’t so surprising.
With governments implicitly
guaranteeing all bank liabili-
ties, there is no longer a rea-
son for credit investors to dif-

ferentiate between banks
from the same country. It is
one more example of bank
bailouts distorting market
signals and penalizing health-
ier banks.
 —Richard Barley

China weighs on the
minds of Rio Tinto’s share-
holders. But does it weigh
heavily enough?

Support for Rio selling
parts of itself to Alumi-
num Corp. of China for
$19.5 billion, never solid,
has ebbed recently. HSBC
Holdings’ $18.6 billion
rights issue this week has
raised hopes that, alterna-
tively, Rio might raise

enough cash itself to repair
its finances. And as of Fri-
day, Rio’s London-listed
shares had risen more than
26% since the Chinalco
deal was announced.

Still, there is no escap-
ing China. Macquarie Bank
estimates that the coun-
try’s share of demand for
various industrial commodi-
ties has increased to as
much as 50% in the first

quarter. Its share of the
seaborne iron-ore market—
Rio’s biggest money-spin-
ner—could be 80%.

China’s restocking has
fueled optimism. But if sus-
tained consumption doesn’t
follow, commodities prices
will fade—and so will Rio’s
shares, making any equity
issue more dilutive.

HSBC’s success, while en-
couraging, also drains inves-

tors’ funds. Since the start
of 2008, U.K. companies
have raised $101.5 billion in
follow-on offerings, accord-
ing to Dealogic—more than
the previous three years
combined.

Pending Australian ap-
proval, when Rio’s sharehold-
ers vote on the Chinalco deal
this summer, “Plan B” may
look much less appealing.
 —Liam Denning

Time to start over—again

For Rio Tinto, there is just no escaping China

It has taken less than a
week, but could one of the
G-20’s main demands al-
ready be starting to un-
ravel?

World leaders in London
last week called for a global
set of accounting standards
that would bring greater
transparency to financial
markets. Yet even as the ink
was drying on the summit
communique, that goal was
being jeopardized by a U.S.
Financial Accounting Stan-
dards Board decision to bow
to political pressure and re-
lax mark-to-market valua-
tion rules.

The last thing investors
need is an ugly accounting
race to the bottom that un-
dermines confidence in com-
pany accounts, making them
more opaque. To avoid this
outcome, the FASB and the
International Accounting
Standards Board, which sets
the rules in the European
Union, need to work to-
gether rather than allowing
politicians to play them off
against each other. The
FASB moves have already
prompted European finance
ministers to call for a level
playing field for European
banks, while the Italian fi-
nance minister has sug-

gested the IASB Google the
FASB reforms and paste
them into its own rules.

Among potential compli-
cations is FASB’s decision to
water down its definition of
an asset “other than tempo-
rarily impaired.” The U.S.
rules will, in the future, give
banks more discretion than
is allowed under IASB rules
to distinguish between
credit-related losses that re-
duce earnings and other
losses that are only recog-
nized on the balance sheet.
Reconciling these different
treatments could be very dif-
ficult.

The IASB shouldn’t
bother. Much better to use a
new six-month review of the
global accounting rules for
financial instruments to
tear up the standards on
both sides of the Atlantic
and start again. The current
rules are far too complex.

What is needed is a new
rule based on two catego-
ries of assets—trading and
held to maturity—and one
impairment method that is
simple, transparent and
based on observable evi-
dence rather than the judg-
ment of management.

Investors would be de-
lighted. Policy makers possi-
bly less so. —Simon Nixon

First, whether she could act fast
enough to save artworks before
more buildings collapse; second,
whether she’ll the get the funds to
do this.

Police barred anyone not work-
ing to rescue people from entering
damaged sections of the town, out
of concern that tremors could
bring down unstable buildings.
Mrs. Reggiani was authorized to
enter those areas to assess the
damage—but she first needed to
round up work crews to clear away
the dangerous debris getting in
her way. The longer she waits, the
higher the risk that surviving
works might be destroyed. On

Tuesday afternoon, more after-
shocks shook this medieval town.

Mrs. Reggiani got a boost when
Italian Prime Minister Silvio Ber-
lusconi announced a Œ30 million
($40 million) aid package to re-
build historical buildings and to re-
store damaged artwork. In addi-
tion, U.S. President Barack Obama
telephoned to offer aid to repair
cultural sites and artistic works.
“We would be very glad to have
this kind of support,” Mr. Berlus-
coni replied, according to his
spokesman.

The funds announced by Mr.
Berlusconi, however, will barely
get Mrs. Reggiani’s mission
started. Bringing in cranes and

scaffolding to prop up a single his-
toric building costs an average of
Œ500,000, she said. Restoring the
damaged buildings in L’Aquila to
their original form would cost an
average of Œ10 million, she added.

Roberto Di Paola, a colleague of
Mrs. Reggiani’s at the culture min-
istry, warned that public support
could be hard to maintain. Mr. Di
Paola, who until last year headed
the ministry’s office for the
Abruzzo region, where L’Aquila is
located, said residents would grow
wary of unsafe buildings over
time. Except in the cases of the
most famous monuments, histori-
cal significance often gets forgot-
ten about in the face of concern for
safety, he said. That can lead to “in-
discriminate demolition” of older
buildings, he added.

One of the most prominent
buildings in L’Aquila, the 15th-cen-
tury Basilica di San Bernardino da
Siena, lost its bell tower. The
quake also left it with a deep crack
running up its stone exterior. That
put in danger a ceramic representa-
tion of the resurrection of Christ
by Andrea Della Robbia, a Floren-
tine Renaissance sculptor. The Ba-
silica also contained a sculpted sar-
cophagus by Silvestro dell’Aquila,
one of Abruzzo’s most important
artists.

Surrounded by firefighters,
Mrs. Reggiani put on a yellow con-
struction hat and studied the fis-
sure, which she said was growing.

“All it would take is a strong af-
tershock, and that cupola will col-
lapse,” she said.

Minutes later, a tremor shook
the church again. Mrs. Reggiani
and the firefighters scurried to the
center of a nearby piazza.

Other damaged monuments in-
clude the Church of Blessed Souls,

whose recently repaired 19th-cen-
tury cupola caved in. The baroque
Church of Saint Augustine also lost
its cupola. The back of the
late-13th century church of Santa
Maria di Collemaggio, collapsed:
The gothic church had been the cor-
onation of Pope Celestine V in 1294
and contained several early 15th-
century frescoes.

Some of L’Aquila’s monuments
are beyond repair. The Palazzo
della Prefettura, a 19th-century
neoclassical government building,
which hosts a historical archive,
collapsed completely. In it were
two paintings by Teofilo Patini, a
19th-century realist painter from
Abruzzo. Porta Napoli, one of the
main gates in the city walls, col-
lapsed, too.

Saving surviving buildings can
be dangerous. When an earth-
quake hit the Umbria region in
1997, it damaged the town of Assi-

si’s Superior Basilica, a 13th-cen-
tury gothic church best known for
some Giotto frescoes called the
Life of Saint Francis cycle. When
Franciscan friars and technicians
were inspecting the damage, some
debris fell, killing four of them.

Mrs. Reggiani has found plenty
of metal barriers and police tape
blocking her way in L’Aquila to
keep her and others out of danger.

Standing outside the Castello
Spagnolo, as the sun began to set,
Mrs. Reggiani secured the help of
local authorities and found a par-
tial solution to her problem of ac-
cess. She wanted somehow to lift
clear large pieces of rubble in or-
der to free up a path into the mu-
seum inside the castle, where the
artworks are kept.

“We’re calling in a crane,” she
said. —Davide Berretta

and Max Colchester in Paris
contributed to this article.

Continued from first page

Whose default is it?

A statue in a damaged church in the village of St. Elia, in central Italy. The region
hit by Monday’s earthquake is home to thousands of monuments and artworks.

As quake toll tops 200, rescuers try to save art

The Palazzo della
Prefettura, which
hosts a historical
archive, collapsed.
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Australia launched a plan to be-
come one of the world’s most wired
countries, shunning private bids
and announcing that a new state-
controlled company would build a
high-speed broadband network.

The government’s decision
stunned observers, who said the
plan was far more ambitious than
had previously been signaled, and
could reshape Australia’s telecom-
munications landscape.

Prime Minister Kevin Rudd said
Tuesday that the 43 billion Austra-
lian dollar (US$31 billion) national
network would deliver broadband
speeds of 100 megabits per second
to 90% of Australian homes, schools
and businesses by 2018 through fi-
ber-optic cables connected directly
to buildings. The other 10% of peo-
ple would get a wireless upgrade.

The new speeds are 100 times
faster than most Australians cur-
rently get—enough to watch multi-
ple high-quality downloads of mov-
ies or television shows at once from
the same connection. A handful of
countries—including South Korea,
Japan, France and Germany—cur-
rently have comparable speeds.

A yet-to-be named company
would build Australia’s network,
funded by government money with
private companies invited to invest
and provide technical expertise.

Private-sector ownership would
be capped at 49%.

The network is to be built over
eight years, with the rollout ex-
pected to begin next year.

The government would sell its
stake in the five years after the net-
work is completed if conditions al-
low, Mr. Rudd said.

Australia plans
wide network
for broadband
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Obama makes a surprise trip to Baghdad
U.S. leader praises
Iraqi political gains,
meets with Maliki

U.S. President Barack Obama greets
military personnel in Baghdad Tuesday.

Continental steps closer
to joining air alliance

CORRECTIONS &
AMPLIFICATIONS

INDEX TO BUSINESSES

By Jonathan Weisman

ISTANBUL—U.S. President
Barack Obama made a surprise
visit to Baghdad, saying such a trip
was critical because progress in
Iraq, which has been rocked by a
new round of bombings, lies “in po-
litical solutions.”

Meeting with Gen. Raymond Odi-
erno and about 600 U.S. troops at
Camp Victory, outside Baghdad, on
Tuesday, Mr. Obama said that
“we’ve made significant political
progress” in Iraq. But, he added,
“with the national elections com-
ing up, many of the unresolved is-
sues may be brought to a head.”

Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-
Maliki planned to join Mr. Obama
at Camp Victory on Wednesday.
The U.S. president will confer with

Iraqi President Jalal Talabani by
telephone because a sandstorm has
grounded the Iraqi president’s heli-
copter, U.S. officials said.

White House spokesman Robert
Gibbs told reporters that Iraq was
chosen over Afghanistan for the
visit in part because of its proxim-
ity to Istanbul but also because
troops in the war Mr. Obama hopes
to end are just as important as
troops in Afghanistan, where he
hopes to intensify the U.S. cam-
paign against Taliban militants.
The president will award 10 medals
of valor on Wednesday while visit-
ing troops at the sprawling base
near Baghdad International Air-
port. “They’re putting their heart
and soul into this,” Mr. Obama said.

Mr. Obama entered the gaudy
Rotunda Room of Saddam Hus-
sein’s former Al Faw Presidential
Palace on the Camp Victory
grounds to the strains of “Hail to
the Chief” just after 6 p.m. Tues-
day, Baghdad time. Troops
snapped pictures and cheered. One
soldier shouted, “Love you.”

The president told them they
faced strain, sacrifice, controversy
and politics. Turning Iraq into a
fledgling democracy is an “extraor-

dinary achievement,” he said.
The next year and a half “could

be a critical period,” Mr. Obama
warned. “It is time for us to trans-
fer to the Iraqis. They need to take
responsibility for their country.”

He expressed sympathy for the
troops’ multiple rotations, their
separation from family, and the in-
juries and deaths they have suf-
fered.

“As long as I’m in the White
House, you are going to get the sup-
port that you need,” he said.

The trip is Mr. Obama’s first to
Iraq as president. While the White
House kept the excursion under
wraps for security reasons, the mili-
tary was mobilizing. Army officers
had intended to have at least 1,500
troops from Camp Victory and
nearby Camp Liberty to greet the
president, but the secret trip hap-
pened faster than expected, beat-
ing most of the troops by a couple
of hours.

The trip comes amid increasing
worries that a power vacuum may al-
ready be developing as the U.S. pre-

pares to slowly withdraw forces. In
February, the president said he will
withdraw all combat forces from
Iraq by August 2010, although he
could leave behind a residual force
of as many as 50,000 to train Iraqi
police and military, hunt terrorists
and protect U.S. assets, such as the
largest U.S. embassy in the world.
Even most of those troops would be
gone by the end of 2011.

A series of six car bombs in and
around Baghdad killed 33 people on
Monday alone, wounding scores
more and raising the prospects of a
resurgence of violence. Most of the
bombs struck predominantly Shiite
neighborhoods. Just hours before
Mr. Obama touched down in Iraq on
Tuesday, a car bomb in a Shiite
neighborhood in Baghdad killed at
least nine people and wounded 18,
according to the Associated Press.
That followed Monday’s carnage.

Mr. Gibbs said Gen. Odierno as-
sured the president that security in-
cidents are still at the lowest since
the war began, despite the recent
upsurge in violence.

LEADING THE NEWS
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By Christopher Conkey

And Paulo Prada

WASHINGTON—The U.S. Trans-
portation Department on Tuesday
gave Continental Airlines Inc. pre-
liminary approval to join a global al-
liance that cooperates on schedul-
ing and revenue sharing, a sign that
the Obama administration may not
support a congressional effort to
limit such alliances.

The administration’s decision
will allow Continental to join the
Star Alliance with UAL Corp.’s
United Airlines, Air Canada Corp.,
Deutsche Lufthansa AG and other
carriers. The approval was expected
and is consistent with policy under
previous administrations.

But the Continental action
comes as Rep. James Oberstar, a
Minnesota Democrat who serves as
chairman of the House Transporta-
tion and Infrastructure Committee,
is pushing legislation that would cur-
tail such international airline alli-
ances. The agreements enable air-
lines to act as a single carrier for cer-
tain international services, but Mr.
Oberstar, who couldn’t be reached
for comment, says they limit compe-
tition and hurt consumers.

The Transportation Department
also said it will allow Continental,

United, Air Canada and Deutsche
Lufthansa to form a new joint venture
called Atlantic Plus-Plus. Under the
new venture, the carriers will be per-
mitted to jointly manage sales, capac-
ity, marketing and revenue. This will
allow the airlines to eliminate some
competing flights and instead steer
passengers from their networks onto
a partner’s plane. This approval
doesn’t apply to domestic service.

Star Alliance members compete
with two other global alliances. One
is SkyTeam, an alliance that had in-
cluded Continental but now includes
Delta Air Lines Inc. and Air France-
KLM SA. AMR Corp.’s American Air-
lines, currently part of the oneworld
alliance with British Airways PLC
and Spain’s Iberia Lineas Aereas de
Espana SA, has also asked the gov-
ernment for antitrust immunity to
cooperate more closely with those
carriers on trans-Atlantic flights.

For Houston-based Continental,
the switch to the Star alliance will
give it a bigger and more strategic
role than it currently has in SkyTeam,
where many of its routes overlapped
with Delta. By aligning itself with
United, whose main international
routes lie across the Pacific, and
Lufthansa, one of the biggest carriers
in Europe, the airline is expected to
enjoy a greater volume of transfer
traffic and broader international
reach than it does at present.

In a statement, the Transporta-
tion Department said the alliance
would “be in the public interest be-
cause it would support increased
levels of service in international
markets served by the carriers,
give consumers more travel op-
tions and shorter travel times, and
reduce fares.”

Ford Motor Co.’s market share in
the U.K. climbed to 16.7% in March
from 15% in the year-earlier period.
A Focus on Automobiles article Tues-
day incorrectly said Ford’s market
share slipped to 15% from 16.7%.
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with domestic clients. They can still
use the phone and email to communi-
cate with clients in other countries,
and clients can visit their advisers.

UBS instructed its private bank-
ers not to travel to the U.S. last
year, after U.S. authorities detained
one banker in Florida. In February,
Swiss authorities banned UBS from
engaging in cross-border business
with U.S. clients.

Other Swiss banks, including
Credit Suisse, said they hadn’t in-
troduced blanket travel bans. A
spokesman for Zurich-based Julius
Baer Holding Ltd. said travel was
left to individual bankers’ discre-
tion.

James Nason, a spokesman for
the Swiss Bankers Association, said
the body wasn’t aware of any other
Swiss organization that had issued
similar guidelines to UBS.

Mr. Nason said Swiss bankers
were frustrated that they were com-

ing in for “a disproportionate share
of the blame” for the financial cri-
sis.

In a separate development, the
OECD announced that the four juris-

dictions it had included in a “black
list” of uncooperative tax havens—
Uruguay, Costa Rica, the Philip-
pines and Malaysia—had agreed to
come into line.

Continued from first page

Crackdown shackles Swiss private bankers

Nintendo is beginning to lose its allure
PS3 console, games
eclipse Wii in Japan
among casual users

lars in lending authority for the In-
ternational Monetary Fund.

A North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation surge of combat troops for Af-
ghanistan to match the tens of thou-
sands of additional troops the U.S.
is sending will wait. For now, the
White House will have to be satis-
fied with around 5,000 more, includ-
ing police trainers and a protection
force for Afghanistan’s
elections in August.

Mr. Obama urged the
European Union to accept
Turkey into its ranks, only
to have French President
Nicolas Sarkozy slap the
idea down as soon as Mr.
Obama left Prague for An-
kara. And North Korea
launched a ballistic mis-
sile just as the U.S. presi-
dent was preparing a ma-
jor speech on preventing
the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction.

Mr. Obama’s trip to Iraq under-
scored the deep hole he finds him-
self in with the rest of the world.

“I opposed the war in Iraq. …
Now that we’re there, I have a re-
sponsibility to make sure that as we
bring troops out, that we do so in a
careful enough way that we don’t
see a complete collapse into vio-
lence,” the president told a meeting
of Turkish university students on
Tuesday at the 200-year old
Tophane-i-Amire cultural center
here, speaking under an unadorned
Turkish dome, the light from a rainy
gray sky struggling through the
small, open octagonal walls around
him.

Mr. Obama’s pattern during the
trip was to set lofty goals—lifting
the global recession, ridding the
world of nuclear weapons, achiev-
ing peace in the Middle East—and
then lay out a path of incremental
steps to get there.

“If we don’t try, if we don’t reach
high, than we won’t make
progress,” he told the Turkish stu-
dents. “The most important place to

start is dialogue.”
The White House tried to portray

the trip as a sharp break from the
previous administration. Obama
aides describe the last eight years
under President George W. Bush as a
period of strained international rela-
tions and low public opinion toward
the U.S. Putting those relations back
on a positive trajectory was reason
enough for the voyage, said Denis

McDonough, a deputy na-
tional security adviser.

Mr. McDonough said U.S.
foreign policy in the Bush ad-
ministration amounted to a
search for silver bullets: If
Iraq could be turned into a
stable, democratic ally, the
entire Middle East would be
transformed. If the U.S.
walked away from the negoti-
ating table, North Korea
would see the error of its
ways and drop its nuclear

program. This trip marked the re-
turn of “consistent, persistent en-
gagement,” he said.

Some foreign-policy analysts
agree. The London summit of the
Group of 20 nations and the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization sum-
mit that followed didn’t produce sig-
nificant breakthroughs because the
U.S. had no levers to pull, wrote
Stratfor, an international relations
think tank and business advisory
group. After campaigning on his
ability to re-engage the world, Mr.
Obama was in no position to risk
leaving those gatherings in acri-
mony.

But, Stratfor said, Mr. Obama fo-
cused on Russia and Turkey to try to
bring stability to the energy-rich
caucuses, and play for larger stakes
in the future.

“Obama is playing a deeper
game,” it concluded.

Much of Mr. Obama’s diplomacy
seemed to be on the margins,
though White House officials por-
trayed his interventions as pivotal
to broader future successes. In Lon-
don, the president conducted shut-
tle diplomacy between an insistent

France and a reluctant China to win
agreement on naming tax-haven na-
tions that the Group of 20 hoped to
bring under new tax regulations.

In Strasbourg, France, at the
NATO meeting, Turkey balked at Eu-
ropean demands to name Danish
Prime Minister Anders Fogh Ras-
mussen as NATO secretary general,
because it was still angry at his de-
fense of a Danish political cartoon-
ist’s right to mock the Prophet Mu-
hammad. After heated talks in
Baden Baden, Germany, on Friday
night, Mr. Obama implored both
sides to set the issue aside. Ulti-
mately, the Turks accepted Mr. Ras-
mussen.

For the U.S. president, it may not
have been the most pleasant of
trips. He battled a cold all week, at
one point leaning over in his limou-
sine to hack as first lady Michelle
Obama patted his back and whis-

pered in his ear. He told reporters
he felt like he had an acorn up his
nose.

The lavish attention, successive
rings of security and speed didn’t
make for relaxed sight-seeing. After
a Heidelberg student, Enis Otto,
told him his name is Hungarian for
“peach,” the young German asked
Mr. Obama on Friday if he ever re-
gretted his run for the presidency.

“It used to be when I came to Eu-
rope, that I could just wander down
to a café and sit and have some wine
and watch people go by, and go into
a little shop, and watch the sun go
down. Now I’m in hotel rooms all
the time,” Mr. Obama lamented.

Before a meeting with Spanish
Prime Minister José Luis Rodríguez
Zapatero in Prague, Mr. Obama ap-
peared befuddled by a staged photo
opportunity, at which photogra-
phers were instructed to assemble

in a hallway, walk six meters, stop,
and wait for the two men to walk to-
ward the media. Once they got half-
way there, the photographers were
supposed to turn around, walk back
(but not backward) another six
meters, and wait for the leaders to
come toward the pool.

“I think we’re supposed to walk
towards them,” Mr. Obama told the
Spaniard dubiously, as the choreog-
raphy came apart.

But beyond the first lady’s gen-
tle touch of Queen Elizabeth II’s
back, there were no obvious proto-
col breaches, faux pas, trips, gaffes
or Ugly Americanisms. And after
eight exhausting days, that’s some-
thing.

Even the queen was sympa-
thetic. After hearing the first cou-
ple’s first-day itinerary, she ex-
claimed, “You’re just trying to stay
awake!”

Continued from first page

By Daisuke Wakabayashi

And Yukari Iwatani Kane

TOKYO—After years of videoga-
ming success, Nintendo Co. is be-
ginning to look vulnerable.

Sales of its Wii console were
eclipsed by a rival game system in
the key Japanese market in March
for the first time in 16 months.
Meanwhile, sales of Nintendo
games, which have long been top
sellers in Japan, have fallen be-
hind new titles targeted at hard-
core gamers in recent months.

The shifts mark a new, worri-
some trend for Nintendo, whose
profit and sales have surged in re-
cent years. Its success has been
largely driven by the 2006 release
of the Wii, which expanded the
game market to casual players
with a motion-sensing controller
that ushered in a selection of
games such as bowling and tennis.

But analysts say there are signs
that the enthusiasm of casual Japa-

nese videogame players who un-
derpinned Wii’s growth is starting
to wane. Casual players aren’t
stocking up on extra games, at
least not at the pace that hard-
core gamers do, because casual
players often are content to play
the same titles over and over.

“The Japanese market is not
very strong right now overall. So
we need to do something to re-en-
ergize it,” Nintendo President Sa-
toru Iwata said in an interview.
Earlier this year, he said recent ca-
sual games such as Wii Music and
Animal Crossing, a social simula-
tion game aimed at casual players,
had failed to revive the Wii market
in Japan and didn’t live up to ex-
pectations.

Japan is crucial for Nintendo
and rivals Sony Corp. and Mi-
crosoft Corp. It is the world’s sec-
ond-largest game market after the
U.S., accounting for about $5.5 bil-
lion in sales in the 12 months
ended March 29, according to En-
terbrain, a research firm and maga-
zine publisher.

What’s more, Japan tends to be
an early indicator for global con-
sumer trends. Japanese consum-
ers were at the forefront of the
shift to casual games. Unconven-

tional titles for Nintendo’s hand-
held DS machine, such as Brain
Age and Nintendogs, first became
hits in Japan and the market is
still seen as an early testing
ground for new concepts.

“The usual idea is that what-
ever you see happening in Japan,
you tend to see overseas two to
three years later,” said Hiroshi Ka-
mide, an analyst at KBC Securities
in Tokyo.

Sachiyo Kaneda, a 43-year-old
housewife in Tokyo, bought a Wii
for her two sons nearly three
years ago. Her boys, now 12 and 7
years old, played the Wii often at
first and constantly asked for new
games. However, in recent
months, the boys have stopped ask-
ing for new games. The younger
boy still plays with the Wii, but the
elder son is now asking for Sony’s
PlayStation Portable, a handheld
with games geared toward more
traditional gaming fans.

“Maybe the Wii’s software, de-
signed for families, is not as excit-
ing,” said Ms. Kaneda about her el-
der son’s request for a PSP.

Ms. Kaneda herself isn’t much
into the Wii either. She tried Wii
Sports a few times, but then stopped
playing. She said she now prefers

the free games that she downloads
onto her Apple Inc. iPhone.

While Nintendo’s Wii has far
outsold rivals and continues to be
the top seller outside Japan, sales
of Sony’s PlayStation 3 surpassed
those of the Wii in Japan last
month. Sony sold 146,948 PS3 con-
soles for the month, while 99,335
Wii units were sold, according to
Enterbrain. Microsoft sold 43,172
Xbox 360 consoles.

Overall, the Japanese game
market has been in a slump, with
sales dropping 18% in the fiscal
year ended in March. Soft domes-
tic demand prompted Nintendo in
January to lower its sales fore-
casts for Wii consoles and soft-
ware for the fiscal year.

Nintendo also cut its sales fore-
cast for DS games, but raised its
outlook for the device because of
the introduction of a new model,
the DSi. Thinner with a larger
screen and a built-in camera, the
DSi was released in November in
Japan and came out this month in
the U.S. and Europe.

Despite its lead in game con-
soles, Nintendo has had less suc-
cess than rivals getting Wii own-
ers to buy a large catalog of games
for their machines.

Nintendo has sold roughly 6.9
games for every Wii console while
Sony has sold 7.3 software titles
per PlayStation 3 machine as of
the end of December. Nintendo’s
figures would be even lower if not
for the inclusion of Wii Sports,
which comes free with the Wii con-
sole, and Wii Play, which is bun-
dled with an additional controller.

Microsoft said in March that it
had sold 8.2 games per Xbox 360
machine though it didn’t specify
over what time period. However,
those figures are only for the U.S.
and are helped by a one-year head
start on the PS3 and Wii, allowing
it more time to sell games.

Because of continued sales
growth overseas and weakness at
home, Japan now accounts for 13%
of Nintendo’s total sales compared
with 32% two years ago.

Meanwhile, with more of its rev-
enue generated in euros and U.S.
dollars, Nintendo’s earnings have
grown more exposed to the nega-
tive impact of a stronger yen,
which decreases revenue made
overseas when converted back
into the Japanese currency.
 —Miho Inada

contributed to this article.

Obama tempers trip’s lofty goals to post some successes
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Following the money
Offshore assets under management, end-2007, in trillions of dollars

Source: Boston Consulting Group
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China takes steps in health-care overhaul
Expansion planned
for hospitals, clinics,
insurance subsidies

LEADING THE NEWS

By Gordon Fairclough

SHANGHAI—China pledged to ex-
pand medical insurance and build
thousands of hospitals and clinics
over three years, the first steps in a
decadelong plan to repair an ailing
health-care system that has fueled
popular discontent.

On Tuesday, the State Council,
China’s cabinet, offered details on
the $120-billion-plus initial phase of
the revamp, which it outlined in Jan-
uary. Among the plans: a construc-
tion surge that by 2011 will give ev-
ery village a medical clinic and ev-

ery county at least one hospital.
The government and ruling Com-

munist Party are trumpeting the
blueprint with a major public-rela-
tions push, signaling the political im-
portance of rebuilding a social safety
net that was largely dismantled dur-
ing the country’s shift to a market
economy over the past 30 years.

“The plan is a necessary support
for developing a harmonious and
stable society,” said Jia Kang, direc-
tor of the Research Institute of Fis-
cal Science, a think tank affiliated
with the Finance Ministry, who said
it is focused on “providing basic
medical guarantees to the lowest-in-
come people.”

Under the plan, government sub-
sidies for insurance premiums aim
to extend at least basic coverage to
90% or more of China’s 1.3 billion
people within three years.

Chinese people are covered by a
patchwork of government-run plans
supplemented by some private in-
surance. The government estimates
that about 90% of rural people are al-
ready enrolled in its insurance pro-
gram, which requires them to pay
premiums. Coverage is more spotty
in urban areas, especially among the
unemployed.

By 2020, the government says, all
citizens should have access to basic
health services. The proportion of
medical expenses covered by state in-
surance plans will increase over
time, and prices of so-called essen-
tial drugs, such as widely prescribed
antibiotics, will be pushed down.

In the near term, many Chinese
could still have to pay a significant
part of health-care costs—a factor
that will weigh on domestic con-
sumption as families continue to es-

chew spending and save to be pre-
pared in case illness strikes.

China’s state spending on health
has failed to keep up with its boom-
ing economy. In 2006, China’s gov-
ernment health outlays amounted
to less than 1% of gross domestic
product, putting China 156th out of
196 countries surveyed by the
World Health Organization.

Government spending has
tended to favor urban populations.
In 2005, according to the WHO, 25%
of public-health money was devoted
to rural areas, home to roughly 60%
of the population.

The plan is designed to start nar-
rowing that gap. The current “re-
source allocation is unreasonable,”
the State Council said Monday, lead-
ing to relatively weak “rural and
community medical services.”

Important aspects of the plan

have yet to be worked out. The gov-
ernment is drawing up a new essen-
tial drug list, and will announce rec-
ommended retail prices for medi-
cines. Local governments will buy
the drugs from low bidders in a pub-
lic tender and distribute them.

Decisions on one thorny issue—
how to remake the public hospital sys-
tem—have been put off pending the
outcome of studies. Hospitals, which
have been pressed to generate in-
come, rely on drug sales and expen-
sive tests to boost revenue, critics say.

Beijing wants to sharply limit hos-
pitals’ ability to earn money from
drug sales, and instead push them to
cover their costs by charging for phy-
sicians’ work and other services.
Most prescription drugs in China are
sold through hospitals and clinics.

—Ellen Zhu
contributed to this article.
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Amid crunch, property sellers get creative
REITs, banks find
themselves providing
financing for buyers

By Anita Likus

LONDON—While overall credit
availability to the corporate sector
has increased, the drought is con-
tinuing in commercial real estate,
forcing borrowers, lenders and sell-
ers to get creative.

To make deals happen, cash-
starved real estate investment
trusts are either providing financ-
ing themselves or helping buyers
find others to make loans.

Some assets are being broken up
and sold in smaller pieces because
the market for larger deals has evap-
orated.

“Big assets, which used to be
very popular, are now facing re-
stricted buyers due to a lack of lend-
ing,” says Andrew Renshaw, head of
valuations at Jones Lang LaSalle.

Major U.K. REITs raised cash by
issuing shares to shore up their bal-
ance sheets and avoid breaching
debt covenants amid declining prop-
erty valuations. But the rights is-
sues launched so far mightn’t be

enough for the REITs, which not
only need to pay debt but also must
stock up cash for development, trad-
ing, day-to-day business and future
investments. As a result, some RE-
ITs have been forced to sell assets.

But this is proving harder to do.
Since the global crisis began, the RE-
ITs, which together own about £50
billion ($73.71 billion) of U.K. prop-
erty, were able to sell billions of
pounds worth of properties. The
two largest, Land Securities PLC
and British Land Co., have sold
more than £7 billion.

But now conventional loans to
buyers are drying up, causing sales
activity to slow. Many banks are re-
fusing to provide financing to the
real-estate sector.

The Bank of England’s most re-
cent credit conditions survey
showed that, while overall credit
availability to the corporate sector
has increased, the commercial real-
estate sector continued to experi-
ence reduced credit.

Of 83 lenders surveyed by Cush-
man & Wakefield, only 22 are lend-
ing to new clients, while another 12
are only lending to existing clients.
But almost half of the lenders that
are working with existing clients
can only underwrite deals of as
much as £20 million, making it im-

possible to find financing for large
assets, according to the survey that
was released last month.

“The credit crunch has signifi-
cantly reduced the availability of
debt financing for property transac-
tions. Some banks that are overex-
posed to the property market have
effectively withdrawn from writing
new business,” says Ed Daubeney,
partner in Cushman & Wakefield’s
corporate finance team. “The bal-
ance sheet lenders that are still lend-
ing to the market now have far
stricter loan criteria and are de-
manding higher margins and lower
loan-to-value ratios.”

As a result, global investment in
commercial property fell 59% last
year to $435 billion and is expected
to slide further to $412 billion this
year, according to Cushman & Wake-
field.

Among the lenders that are still
active, many don’t want to work
with new clients or lend more than
£30 million, forcing companies to
do club deals with more than one
bank, experts say.

Some sellers may find it difficult
to sell larger assets without finding
financing for potential buyers. Land
Securities’ sale of its Trillium prop-
erty management division to Tele-
real included a £50 million loan by

Land Securities to a fund managed
by Trillium and £25 million of the
cash payment is deferred for as long
as 24 months.

Some companies are making
large assets more marketable by cut-
ting them up into smaller pieces.
British Land had to sell a 50% stake
in its Meadowhall shopping center
for £587.7 million after it failed for
18 months to find a buyer for the
complete property.

“While the shopping-center sec-
tor is extremely attractive, as values
have almost halved since the peak of

the market, the reality of large lot
sizes combined with lack of debt
means that, for the moment, activ-
ity remains restricted to those very
few investors boasting strong eq-
uity positions,” says Anthony Have-
lock, investment partner at Knight
Frank.

With buying activity remaining
subdued, only four shopping-center
transactions were made in the first
quarter of 2009, with the sale of
Meadowhall dominating the quar-
terly sales figure of £735.2 million.

In such a climate, property own-
ers must find creative ways of doing
business.

In some cases, banks provide fi-
nancing for the assets they offer.
Norwich Union, which took over
Dawnay Day’s 211-property portfo-
lio after the company went into ad-
ministration, had to provide the
portfolio’s buyer with a more than
£500 million loan for the purchase.

“While large assets remain at-
tractive, smaller investors have in-
sufficient capital to purchase large
properties, and therefore need to
find alternative ways to invest, such
as pooled funds, where they can buy
smaller shares of these assets,” says
Andrew Smith, chief investment of-
ficer at Aberdeen Property Inves-
tors.

Dearth of financing
Lenders, who are overexposed 
to the property market, have 
effectively withdrawn from 
writing new business. 

Source: Cushman & Wakefield
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Florida Apartments
352 Units Orlando $18,995,000
184 Units Clearwater $8,995,000
212 Units Tampa $12,995,000
176 Units Tampa $9,300,000

1,411 Unit Grade B Florida Portfolio
$82,000,000

Call John Burpee 727-585-2070
John@NAITampabay.com

Downtown Reno, NV
4 stories, 56,000 SF, Mixed Use development
opportunity, plans for retail, MF &/or office,
JV/seller financing available, $3,800,000

(775) 336 - 4600

Walgreen’s, Cypress CA
For sale: 23.75% membership interest. Sale price
$368,000. Interest isminority and non-voting. Price
represents a 6.5% cap rate.

For more information, please contact:
J. Bennett Friedman (310) 552-9292 PST

Or attend auction on April 8, 2009 at 11:00 a.m.
PST. 255 E. Temple St., Los Angeles, CA.

Courtroom 1575

By Owner
For Sale/Exchange
140 Apts / Sec. 8
$9M / 8 Cap

Tax Credit / Owner finance
Exc. location, Lafayette, LA

(650) 969-1190
MMhousing@aol.com

Where
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Conduct
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for more information call

44-20-7842-9600 or 49-69-971-4280
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Chrysler selected A123 Systems to supply the batteries for electric cars it is
developing, including the Dodge Circuit shown above.

Auto makers step on the gas for electric cars

Coca-Cola’s purchase of a minority stake in Britain’s Innocent brings linkage to a
marketer with an environment halo. Its Dancing Grass Van peddles smoothies.

Smoothies burnish Coke’s image
Stake in fast-growing drink maker Innocent gives beverage giant entree to ethical market

GM, Segway to develop urban vehicle

By Alex P. Kellogg

Auto makers continue to push
ahead with battery-powered cars
despite waning demand for fuel-ef-
ficient vehicles in the U.S.

On Monday, Fisker Automotive
Inc. said it received $85 million in
additional venture capital that will
help the 18-month-old California
start-up begin producing the
Karma luxury sports car it has
been developing.

Fisker hopes to sell 15,000 Kar-
mas in 2010, and plans to show the
car at the New York Auto Show
starting this week.

Separately, Chrysler LLC se-
lected A123 Systems Inc. of Water-
town, Mass., to supply lithium-ion
battery cells, packs and modules
for electric cars that Chrysler ex-
pects to have in showrooms in late
2010.

The potential sales of such vehi-
cles is unclear, however. With gaso-
line going for a little over $2 a gal-
lon (50 cents a liter) in the U.S.,
sales of high-mileage vehicles and
gas-electric hybrids have plunged.

In March, Toyota Motor Corp.
sold 8,924 Prius hybrids, down
57% from a year earlier, according
to Autodata Corp. It had planned
to build Priuses in a new plant in
Mississippi but has frozen the
project indefinitely. General Mo-
tors Corp., meantime, sold just
547 hybrid versions of the Chevro-
let Malibu in March.

Last week, in an assessment of
GM, the Treasury Department’s
auto task force expressed concern
about the Chevrolet Volt, an elec-
tric vehicle GM is developing.
While the Volt “holds promise,”
the task force said, it will probably
be much more expensive to make
than gasoline-powered cars and
need substantial cost reductions

to be “commercially viable.”
Henrik Fisker, chief executive

of Fisker Automotive, said in an in-
terview that the new round of capi-
tal signals “that plug-in hybrids re-

ally have the mass-market poten-
tial that people have been waiting
for.”

The capital will come from Eco-
Drive (Capital) Partners LLC, an in-

vestment consortium, and Kleiner
Perkins Caufield & Byers, a vet-
eran Silicon Valley venture-capital
firm. The company says it has fund-
ing well over $100 million but de-
clined to be specific.

The Fisker Karma is a sleek
sports car that is supposed to start
at $87,900 and travel 80 kilome-
ters on electrical power and for an
additional 400 kilometers on a
2.0-liter gasoline engine before re-
quiring refueling. The Irvine, Ca-
lif., company has orders for 1,300
vehicles, Mr. Fisker said.

“I definitely believe the plug-in
hybrids will be the dominant alter-
native type of vehicle in the next
five to six years,” Mr. Fisker said,
“and we feel we can actually take
the lead in this new technology.”

Chrysler is aiming for a similar
spot in the market with the Dodge
Circuit sports car. It also is work-
ing on battery-powered versions
of the Jeep Wrangler, Jeep Patriot
and Chrysler Town & Country mini-
van.

By Aaron O. Patrick

And Valerie Bauerlein,

Coca-Cola’s investment in Brit-
ish smoothie-maker Innocent not
only connects the beverage giant to
a fast-growing product but also to a
company known for good social and
environmental behavior.

Coke said this week it will take a
minority stake in London-based In-
nocent, which has quickly become
one of Britain’s top brands by mar-
keting its healthy ingredients and so-
cial commitment. By giving 10% of
its profits to charity and using recy-
cled bottles, Innocent was one of the
first consumer brands launched in
Britain to develop a big following
through ethical marketing.

The investment of £30 million, or
about $44 million, may be small, but
it speaks to Coke’s continued inter-
est in expanding beyond soft drinks,
and in owning small stakes in innova-
tive companies. Details of the trans-
action weren’t disclosed, but Coca-
Cola will have a stake between 10%
and 20%, valuing Innocent between
£150 million and £300 million, Inno-
cent co-Chief Executive Richard
Reed said. Founded 10 years ago, it
now has 82% of the U.K. smoothie
market, according to an spokes-
woman.

Innocent cuts a quirky public fig-
ure. Some of its trucks are covered
in fake grass and daisies. Those
trucks are mounted on hydraulics
that make them appear to dance,
with drop-down windows for giving
away samples.

The deal’s structure should allow
Innocent to keep its funky attitude
rather than risk being assimilated

into a vast corporate culture whose
focus remains carbonated soft-
drinks. Coca-Cola won’t have any
management control over Innocent,
but Innocent will share its expertise
with the Atlanta-based drinks
group, Mr. Reed says. “They are very
interested in our recycled bottles,”
he says.

The Coca-Cola money will be

used to expand Innocent’s opera-
tions in Europe, where only 25% of
European supermarkets sell
smoothies, Mr. Reed says. The
money will be used to pay for distri-
bution, stocking fees, sales staff and
advertising, he says.

While Innocent has run TV and
newspaper ad campaigns, it has also
specialized in less-traditional adver-
tising. One of its ad agencies, Al-
bion, created a board game for
schools promoting the health bene-
fits of fruit and vegetables. Some
200,000 people turned up to a Inno-
cent musical concert in London
named Fruitstock in 2006. In follow-
ing years it replaced the event with
smaller village fetes.

Innocent’s charitable giving is
sometimes interactive. Volunteers
last year knitted more than 506,000
little hats for smoothie bottles,
which were then sold, raising
£250,000 to provide meals, blankets
and other help for older people dur-
ing the winter.

To be sure, Coke has been sport-
ing its good deeds, expanding its re-
cycling plants, reducing water con-
sumption and using environmen-
tally friendly coolants in vending
machines. Coke and its foundation
made more than $82 million in chari-
table donations in 2008.

By Christoph Rauwald

FRANKFURT—The declines in
luxury-car sales at BMW AG, Daim-
ler AG and Audi eased somewhat in
March from earlier in the quarter,
but the world’s three biggest manu-
facturers of premium cars remain af-
fected by the recession.

“We have seen some encouraging
signs in key markets like the U.S. and
Germany. However, it is still too early
to talk about a global turnaround,”
BMW executive-board member Ian
Robertson said in a statement.

The company’s core BMW brand
sold 104,417 vehicles in March,
down 17% from a year earlier. For the
first quarter, the BMW brand posted
a 21% sales drop from a year earlier
to 233,498 vehicles as the downturn
in the U.S. auto market, BMW’s sin-
gle biggest market, took its toll.

The world’s top-selling premium-
auto maker launched a revamped
version of its flagship 7-series in the
U.S. in March and said it expects the
new model to “boost sales through-
out the rest of the year in what has
traditionally been this series’ most
important market.”

The world’s second-best-selling
luxury-car maker, Daimler’s Mer-
cedes-Benz unit, sold 98,500 cars in
March, down 18% from a year ear-
lier. In the January-to-March pe-
riod, Mercedes-Benz saw sales con-
tract 25% to 216,000 cars.

The Stuttgart-based auto maker
expects a push from a new version of
the Mercedes-Benz E-Class, which
is widely seen as the company’s
most important model launch this
year. The E-Class is a crucial car for
the company in terms of sales vol-
ume and revenue per vehicle.

“Orders for the E-class sedan in
Germany in the first quarter of this
year were more than double the
number posted in the same period in
2008. We had already received
about 50,000 orders for the new
E-Class sedan by its market launch
at the end of March,” Mercedes-
Benz Cars’ sales chief Klaus Maier
said in a statement.

Incentives to scrap older vehicles
in Europe had little effect on de-
mand for luxury cars, as it mainly
boosted sales for smaller, mass-mar-
ket models. Mercedes-Benz, how-
ever, noted that sales for its compact
A-Class and B-Class models saw an
improvement in recent weeks.

Audi continued to narrow the gap
on its two larger German rivals be-
cause of several new and revamped
models, such as the best-selling A4.
Global sales fell 11% in March to
90,400 vehicles, and sales slipped
16% in the January-to-March period
from a year earlier to 210,026 cars.
The decrease was cushioned by Au-
di’s best sales month ever in China.

The premium division of Volks-
wagen AG, Europe’s largest auto
maker by sales, expects sales momen-
tum to pick up in coming months.

“Thanks in part to the success-
fully launched Audi Q5, our order in-
take is now significantly increasing,”
Audi sales chief Peter Schwarzen-
bauer said in a statement.

Audi has previously said that it
wants to become the world’s best-
selling luxury-car maker by 2015,
outpacing both BMW and Mercedes-
Benz, partly by significantly boost-
ing its presence in the U.S., where it
still lags behind its peers despite
strong growth in Europe and Asia in
recent years.
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Decline in sales
for luxury cars
slowed in March

By Sharon Terlep

General Motors Corp. is teaming
with Segway Inc., maker of the up-
right, self-balancing scooters, to
build a new type of two-wheeled ve-
hicle designed to move easily
through congested urban streets.

The machine, which GM says it
aims to develop by 2012, would run
on batteries and use wireless tech-
nology to avoid traffic backups and
navigate cities.

The struggling auto maker, surviv-
ing on a government lifeline, is look-
ing to generate enthusiasm for its in-

creasingly uncertain future ahead of
the New York auto show this week.

GM has slashed product-develop-
ment programs, advertising and
spending on auto-show events. But
it was planning to take to the streets
of Manhattan on Tuesday to show
off a prototype of the vehicle, called
PUMA, for Personal Urban Mobility
and Accessibility.

The Segway Personal Trans-
porter was launched with consider-
able hype eight years ago but practi-
cal issues prevented it from becom-
ing a mass-market product, includ-
ing its relatively high cost and restric-

tions on its use in many jurisdictions.
GM is betting PUMA’s more car-

like traits—an enclosed compart-
ment and top speed of 55 kilometers
per hour—will lead to better results.
GM didn’t say how much the ma-
chines would cost, but research
chief Larry Burns said owners would
spend one-third to one-fourth of the
cost of a traditional vehicle.

PUMA would have a range of
about 55 kilometers. GM said it aims
to use so-called vehicle-to-vehicle
technology to avoid traffic prob-
lems and potentially have it navi-
gate itself through city streets.
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Prostate cancer: weighing hard choices
Here’s helpful guide
to bewildering array
of treatment options

Online today
View an interactive graphic with

videos of robotic surgery, cryosurgery
and CyberKnife at WSJ.com/Health

Diane Fenster

WSJ.com

By Melinda Beck

You’ve been diagnosed with pros-
tate cancer and after the shock
comes confusion.

Should you treat it fast with sur-
gery but face an immediate risk of

sexual and urinary
problems? Or
should you opt for
weeks of daily radi-
ation treatments

and side effects that set in more
slowly? Should you also use hor-
mone therapy that may shrink the
cancer—and your sex drive along
with it? Or should you just monitor
your cancer and hope you’ll catch it
if it starts to spread out of control?

Today’s Health Journal is the sec-
ond in a two-part series on the many
dilemmas that prostate cancer
poses. Last week’s column looked at
imaging and biopsy techniques that
can help clarify the diagnosis. This
week’s column explores the bewilder-
ing array of treatment options.

Some 185,000 men will be diag-
nosed with prostate cancer this year
in the U.S., and many will get conflict-
ing advice. There’s little consensus on
how or even whether to treat prostate
cancer, which can be slow-growing
andharmlessoraggressiveandlethal.

When the New England Journal
of Medicine recently asked readers
how they would treat a hypothetical
63-year-old man with a low-grade
cancer and a rising PSA (for prostate-
specific antigen), the more than
3,720 physicians who responded
split almost evenly among surgery,
radiation therapy and monitoring
the cancer to see if it grew.

With doctors so divided, how can
patients know who to believe and
what to do? The first step is to find
out as much information you can
about your own cancer.

You’ve been given a Gleason
score, based on the pattern of abnor-
mal cells seen in the biopsy. A Glea-
son 6 or below is considered low-
grade. Gleason 7 and above is more
worrisome. But traditional biopsies
that sample the prostate at random
can miss cancers in about 20% of
cases, and may miss the most ad-
vanced spots. Ask how many biopsy
samples were taken—and whether
imaging is available as well. MRI
scans or a color Doppler ultrasound,
used at some major cancer centers,
can provide more information about
suspicious areas.

“Don’t stop until you have clarity
on the location, the extent and the
aggressiveness,” says Faina Shtern,
a former official at the National Can-
cer Institute, who now heads the Ad-
MeTech Foundation, which is lobby-
ing for more federal funding for im-
aging research.

It’s reassuring to know that with
early-stage cancers that are still con-
fined to the prostate, there is a 90%
“cure” rate—which means patients
are free of cancer for at least five
years—no matter which treatment
they choose. And many prostate can-
cers are so slow-growing they may
not require treatment at all.

But every man’s cancer is differ-
ent, as is his general health, family
history, life situation and mindset.
Make sure you understand your own
priorities. Some men want the can-

cer out as fast as possible; others
want to avoid surgery at all costs.
Some want the best chance for a
long-term cure; some care as much
or more about avoiding inconti-
nence or erectile dysfunction.
Here’s a look at the options:

n Surgery. Men diagnosed with
prostate cancer in their 40s and 50s
are often steered toward surgery
(called a radical prostatectomy),
since it’s thought to offer the best
chance for long-term survival.
What’s more, removing the prostate
and examining it in a lab is the only
way to know for sure how much can-
cer was there and how likely it is to
return.

“I present the choice very sim-
ply: either you are damaging the
prostate or removing it,” says
Randy Fagin, who performs robot-
assisted surgeries in Austin, Texas.
“If you damage it and leave it there,
what if the cancer comes back? If
you have surgery, it’s gone.”

Surgeries using the daVinci Ro-
botic System now account for over
50% of prostatectomies. The sur-
geon sits at a console about 1.8
meters from the patient and, while
watching on a video screen, manipu-
lates miniature, flexible tools that
perform the surgery through small
incisions. It’s minimally invasive,
which reduces pain, recovery time
and blood loss. Most patients go
home the next day.

“If you have a well-trained robotic
surgeon, there’s absolutely no reason
to filet patients open and go through
all the mess we used to have,” says
David Samadi, chief of robotic and
minimally invasive surgery at Mount
Sinai Medical Center in New York City
who has performed over 1,800 ro-
botic prostatectomies.

Doctors who practice tradi-
tional “open” surgeries say there
are no reliable studies showing
that robotic surgery has higher
cure rates or fewer side effects than
conventional surgery.

Both camps agree that having a
highly experienced surgeon is far
more important than the method he
or she uses. How can patients find
one? Jan Manarite, a counselor of the
Prostate Cancer Research Institute, a
nonprofit patient education group,
suggests joining a local support
group and asking for recommenda-
tions. “Some surgeons will also give
you a list of their patients to talk to—
that’s a sign of honesty and transpar-
ency,” she says.

Removing the prostate does carry
a high risk of side effects, since many
delicate nerves and blood vessels in-
volved in urination and ejaculation
run through the gland. Depending on
where and how big the cancer is, sur-
geons may be able to use “nerve-spar-
ing” procedures that preserve much
of those functions. Most men need a
urinary catheter for a week or two af-
ter surgery. Some need to wear absor-
bent pads for a few weeks, but most
are fully continent within a year.

Sexual function after surgery de-
pends largely on the age of the pa-
tient, his potency before surgery and
the skill of the surgeon. “Whatever
you start out with, even in the hands
of an artist, you will probably come
away with a little bit less,” Ms. Ma-
narite says.

n Radiation. Men over 70, those
with other health problems or those
whose cancer has spread beyond the
prostate are usually counseled to
have radiation. External-beam radia-
tion therapy, or EBRT, requires no inci-
sions, no hospitalization and no anes-

thesia. But it can be inconvenient: Pa-
tients generally undergo 40 or more
treatments over six to eight weeks.
High-energy beams damage the abil-
ity of cancer cells to replicate. The en-
tire prostate slowly withers as well.

Radiation has fewer immediate
side effects than surgery, but urinary
discomfort and loss of sexual potency
often set in gradually.

The goal of all EBRT is to maximize
the radiation hitting the prostate and
minimize its impact on surrounding
tissue.

One variation, TomoTherapy,
takes a new CT scan at the start of
each treatment and adjusts the beam
accordingly. CyberKnife condenses
the standard number of radiation ses-
sions from 40 down to just a handful,
at higher doses, so treatment is often

completed in a single week.
Traditional radiation oncolo-

gists argue that there is no evidence
to prove that such innovations offer
better outcomes.

The lack of evidence has been a
particular issue for proton-beam
therapy, which fires super-acceler-
ated atomic particles, rather than
X-rays, at prostate and other can-
cers. Proponents say proton-beam
therapy causes fewer side effects be-
cause protons can be made to peak
at the target area and then stop, min-
imizing collateral damage on the
way out of the body.

But proton accelerators cost
$125 million to $225 million each
and are the size of two football
fields. There are currently only five
in the U.S., with several others in the
works. The therapy costs patients
about four times what traditional ra-
diation costs. Critics say there is no
conclusive evidence that the added
cost is justified.

In another form of radiation called
bracytherapy, doctors insert 70 to 80
tiny radioactive pellets into the pros-
tate that gradually dissolve and de-
stroy cancer cellsinternally.Many pa-
tientsliketheconvenience:Itrequires
just one minimally invasive proce-
dure that lasts about an hour.

n ‘Male lumpectomy.’ About

20% of prostate cancer patients
have very small localized tumors.
One new option for them is focal ab-
lation, in which doctors destroy the
individual tumor while leaving the
rest of the gland intact, much like a
lumpectomy for breast cancer.

Of several ablation techniques,
cryotherapyhas beenin use thelong-
est. Doctors insert metal prongs into
the prostate to surround the tumor
and freeze it with liquid nitrogen. In
a study presented last month at the
Society for Interventional Radiol-
ogy,GaryM.Onik,directoroftheCen-
ter for Safer Prostate Cancer Ther-
apy in Orlando, Fla., reported that of
120 men who had focal cryoablation
over 12 years, 93% of men had no evi-
dence of cancer recurrence, and 85%
retained sexual function.

Another focal technique used
in Europe, Canada and Mexico is

high-frequency ultrasound, or
HIFU, which involves heating local-
ized prostate tumors rather than
freezing them.

Critics argue that prostate tu-
mors that are small and localized
enough for focal therapy could be
safely watched instead. Dr. Onik
says that’s just the point: Focal cryo-
surgery offers a middle ground be-
tween watchful waiting and more ag-
gressive therapies.

n Watchful waiting. At least
50% of men diagnosed with prostate
cancer in the U.S. have a low-grade
form of the disease that experts say
doesn’t need immediate treatment
and may never. But less than 10% opt
to put treatment off and just monitor
their cancer. That’s in part because it
can be psychologically difficult to
live with untreated cancer, and in
part because the medical system is
geared toward active treatment.

“Some patients tell me that their
doctors never mentioned this as an
option,” says oncologist Jeri Kim, the
principal investigator of a watchful
waiting trial at M.D. Anderson’s Multi-
disciplinary Prostate Cancer Clinic in
Houston. It’s one of a few academic
centers where patients consult doc-
tors from all the rival disciplines to ar-

rive at the best option.
The big risk with watchful waiting

is that a cancer will spread from a
highlycurableearlystagetoamoread-
vancedstage,growingoutsidethepros-
tate, that is far more difficult to treat.
Some tumors that have been stable for
years can suddenly start to spread.

That’s why Dr. Kim and others
stress that patients and doctors alike
need to do active monitoring, with
PSA tests every three to six months,
digital rectal exams annually, and re-
peat biopsies if the PSA starts to rise.

A handful of doctors in the
U.S.—and many more in Europe—use
color Doppler ultrasound imaging to
monitor prostate cancer patients.
Real-time ultrasound imaging can be
donepainlessly in a doctor’s office.Ar-
eas of increased blood flow that sig-
nify cancer show up in color. “The ul-
trasound differentiates not just can-
cer, but which cancers are lethal,” says
Robert L. Bard, a radiologist in New
York City, who has been monitoring
about 3,000 prostate-cancer patients.

n Diet and exercise. Besides be-
ing conscientious about followup ex-
ams,patientscanhelptheirowncause
by maintaining a healthy diet and life-
style. “Active surveillance also means
you are going to change your life and
do things that can slow the cancer
down,” says Charles Myers, former
chief of clinical pharmacology at the
National Cancer Institute and a pros-
tate-cancer survivor himself who now
treats patients in Charlottesville, Va.

Dr. Myers says it’s critical to
maintain an adequate level of vita-

min D, which can help keep can-
cers in check. Many older people

are deficient. Studies have also
shown that a Mediterranean diet—
with plenty of fish, olive oil and vege-
tables—can slow cancer growth,
along with vitamin E, selenium, lyco-
pene, omega 3 fatty acids and green
tea polyphenol, as well as avoiding
animal fat.

Getting exercise and minimizing
stress can go a long way as well.
Stress hormones epinephrine and
norepinephrine help prostate-can-
cer cells grow and impair the im-
mune system.

n Late-stage cancer. For those
whose cancer has metastasized, a va-
riety of hormone therapies that block
testosterone can often stop the pro-
gression very successfully, at least for
a while. The downside is a high risk of
osteoporosis, hot flashes, depression,
breast enlargement, diabetes, obesity
and high blood pressure. Using hor-
mone therapy intermittently can help
reduce such side effects.

A number of new drug therapies
are under investigation—including
drugs that block the androgen recep-
tors on cancer cells. Results of a clini-
cal trial on Avodart, a medication
for enlarged prostates, as a treat-
ment to slow cancer growth, are ex-
pected this spring. Doctors and pa-
tients also have high hopes for
Provenge, which could offer the first
immunotherapy agent approved to
fight cancers.

In the past, chemotherapy drugs
have not been as successful against
prostate cancers as other cancers.
But Taxotere is showing promise,
particularly when combined with
other drugs that fight blood-vessel
growth in tumors.
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Veolia to take 50% stake in Hong Kong tram

Israel’s high-tech sector stumbles
As buyers disappear,
experts worry of risks
to nation’s economy

By Romit Guha

and R. Jai Krishna

The Indian federal agency inves-
tigating the accounting issues at
Satyam Computer Services Ltd.
said Tuesday it has filed charges
of cheating and forgery against
the former chairman of the Indian
software exporter, B. Ramalinga
Raju, and eight others.

The Central Bureau of Investi-
gation said in a statement that in
addition to Mr. Raju charges have
been filed against his brother and
former managing director B. Rama
Raju; former Chief Financial Of-
ficer S. Vadlamani; auditors S. Go-
palakrishnan and S. Talluri; B.
Suryanarayana Raju; G. Ra-
makrishna; D. Venkatapati Raju;
and Srisailam Chetkuru.

The CBI statement said the
charges include offenses of crimi-
nal conspiracy, cheating, forgery,
falsification of accounts and caus-
ing the disappearance of evidence.

Lakshmi
Narayana, who is
in charge of the
CBI investiga-
tion, said the
probe is still on-
going and if nec-
essary further
charges can be
filed.

Hyderabad-
based Satyam
plunged into tur-
moil following
revelations in
January by B. Ramalinga Raju of
overstating profits, revenue and
creating a fictitious cash balance
of more than $1 billion. Other gov-
ernment agencies currently inves-
tigating the company include capi-
tal markets regulator, SEBI, the reg-
istrar of companies, and the seri-
ous fraud investigations office.

G. Ramakrishna; D. Venkatapati
Raju; and Srisailam Chetkuru were
arrested April 5, while the others
have been in custody since soon af-
ter the financial scandal came to
light in early January. All the peo-
ple charged worked for Satyam or
a Raju family company except for
Messrs. Gopalakrishnan and Tal-
luri, who worked for Price Water-
house, the Indian affiliate of Price-
waterhouseCoopers.

Lawyers for B. Ramalinga Raju,
B. Rama Raju and Mr. Vadlamani
said they havn’t yet received a
copy of the charges and will re-
spond after that.

Lawyers for B. Suryanarayana
Raju, G. Ramakrishna, D. Venkata-
pati Raju and Srisailam Chetkuru
couldn’t immediately be reached
for comment.

Mastan Naidu, lawyer for
Messrs. Gopalakrishnan and Tal-
luri said his clients are innocent.
“They were just performing their
duties,” he said. Price Waterhouse
audited Satyam’s financial state-
ments from mid-2000 to late 2008.

Price Waterhouse said it was
“surprised and disappointed” that
the CBI pressed charges against
the two auditors. “The fraud perpe-
trated by Mr. Raju and his cohorts
was designed to and did circum-
vent PW India’s audit process; the
two Satyam audit partners—and
PW India—were victims of that
fraud,” the statement said.

A Satyam spokeswoman said
that company is “cooperating with
the investigations” but declined to
comment on the charges.

Wharf Holdings’ Hong Kong streetcars, known locally as the ‘ding ding,’ carry about 240,000 passengers daily.

B. Ramalinga
Raju

CORPORATE NEWS

By Yvonne Lee

HONG KONG—Hong Kong’s
iconic streetcars are going under
French management as Wharf Hold-
ings Ltd. sells a half stake in the net-
work to utility Veolia Environne-
ment.

Hong Kong’s tram system, known
locally as the “ding ding” for the
clanging bells on the streetcars, will
be held in a 50-50 joint venture be-
tween Wharf Transport Investments
Ltd. and Veolia Transport China Ltd.,
under the deal announced Tuesday.

Veolia will operate the trams and
receive an option to buy Wharf’s
stake, Wharf Transport director
Frankie Yick said at a news confer-
ence. He declined to provide finan-
cial details.

Hong Kong Tramways, dating to
1904, operates 163 tram cars on
Hong Kong Island, transporting
around 240,000 passengers daily.

Bruno Charrade, head of opera-
tions at Veolia Transport China, said
the tram system might be expanded
with a loop along a waterfront devel-
opment between the Central and
Wan Chai business districts.

Wharf also owns and operates
the Star Ferry, Hong Kong’s oldest
ferry service linking Hong Kong Is-
land with the Kowloon peninsula.
Wharf plans to keep the ferry, Mr.
Yick said.

Hong Kong’s trams and the Star
Ferry are popular attractions for
tourists and are Hong Kong’s least ex-
pensive form of transportation, with
fares a fraction of the price of sub-
way tickets. Hong Kong Tramways
charges adults two Hong Kong dol-
lars, about 25 U.S. cents, for single
journeys. Mr. Yick said the tram is
profitable but he didn’t provide fig-
ures.

By Ting-I Tsai

TAIPEI—HTC Corp. sees signs
that the global smart-phone market
is reviving after a relatively weak
first quarter, Chief Executive Peter
Chou said.

“The market is picking up again,
and we think it should perform
well,” Mr. Chou said in an interview
Tuesday. His comments came a day
after the Taiwan smart-phone com-
pany posted a 30% drop in its first-

quarter net profit from a year ear-
lier amid economic weakness and de-
layed shipments of some products.

Mr. Chou said HTC remains opti-
mistic about its full-year forecast
for double-digit revenue growth. He
said the company is starting to ship
new smart-phone models again this
quarter, and that it plans this year to
introduce 15 new models of smart
phones, which are handsets that in-
clude wireless email, video and
other sophisticated data functions.

Smart phones were one of the
few fast-growing sectors in the tech-
nology industry last year, with more
than 20% growth globally in unit
sales.

HTC started by making products
mainly on contract for other brands
or for wireless companies, but it in-
creasingly has focused on building
its own brand. Last year, HTC held
4.5% of the global smart-phone mar-
ket, according to research firm Gart-
ner Inc.

HTC sees signs of revival in smart-phone market

By Charles Levinson

MOSHAV MAZOR, Israel—
Groomed in a secretive electronic-
warfare unit in the Israeli army,
Motti Avrahami went on to become
a top executive at a software firm
here in Israel’s high-tech belt.

Just months ago, he was the clas-
sic Israeli high-tech success story.
Today, he is collecting unemploy-
ment, tending to the fruit trees and
rose bushes in his spacious yard,
and preparing for a new career—
leasing cars.

“There’s no future for me in high
tech,” said Mr. Avrahami, 36 years
old.

His sudden change of fortune is
part of a deepening slump hitting Is-
rael’s high-tech sector, which gener-
ates $25.5 billion of annual sales in
the nation’s $200 billion economy.
The industry has churned out fire-
wall security software now protect-
ing many of the globe’s biggest cor-
porations, along with USB memory
drives, which revolutionized data
storage. And Israel boasts more Nas-
daq-listed companies than any coun-
try besides the U.S. and China.

It is also a crucial driver for Isra-
el’s small, export-dominated econ-
omy, accounting for 47% of exports,
according to the Israel Manufactur-

ers Association. With buyers disap-
pearing in Israel’s biggest markets—
North America, Europe and Asia—
the sector is suffering and some ex-
perts worry it could pull down the
rest of the Israeli economy with it.
In 2000, the bursting of the Internet
bubble helped send the country into
its worst recession since the early
1950s. The 2000 recession was
short-lived, however, and by 2003
the economy had largely recovered.

Israel’s central bank predicts the
country’s economy will shrink a mod-
erate 1.5% in 2009. The Israeli govern-
ment has announced a modest stimu-
lus package to bolster demand and
prop up bond markets.

Israel’s economy has held up bet-
ter than most so far in the global
downturn. Its banks appear to be
sound. Stock-market and real-es-
tate prices are down, but they
haven’t crashed like they have else-
where.

But the high-tech sector’s woes
have many here worried that much
more serious economic pain is right
around the corner, once the full im-
pact of declining demand for Israeli
exports hits home. The high-tech in-
dustry employs 7% of the country’s
work force, and some analysts say
each high-tech worker supports the
jobs of six workers in other sectors.
The government reported this
month that 20,072 people were laid
off in Israel in March, an all-time
monthly record.

“People are still underestimat-
ing the damage being done to Israeli
high tech and what this can mean

for the whole economy,” said Moshe
Zviran, founder of a high-tech-fo-
cused consulting company and a pro-
fessor at Tel Aviv University.

The government estimates
nearly 8,000 high-tech workers,
some 6% to 8% of the sector’s work
force, have been laid off since Octo-
ber. Companies announce new job
cuts almost every day.

As many as 10,000 more high-
tech jobs will be cut this year, accord-
ing to the IDC Research Co., a Boston-
based, global high-tech research
firm. Demand for Israeli high-tech
exports has already dropped 10-15%,
according to IDC.

If the slump continues too long,
and the layoffs cut too deep, Mr. Zvi-
ran worries that the country’s lead-
ing engineers and innovators won’t
return. Israel could emerge from to-
day’s global slump with its techno-
logical edge blunted, he said.

Laid-off high-tech workers are al-
ready seeking work elsewhere. The
Ministry of Education has begun a
program providing teaching jobs for
unemployed university graduates.
Of the 2,200 people who have regis-
tered so far, 1,200 are from the high-
tech sector, according to ministry
spokeswoman Hagit Cohen.

The sector has been a source of
pride for a country often associated
with conflict and war. It has fos-
tered an internationally recognized
pool of entrepreneurs, research-and-
development whiz kids, and govern-
ment funding and private-venture
capital to harness all that talent.

Israel even has its chief scientist,

who doled out some $250 million
last year in research and develop-
ment grants to promising Israel
start-ups.

“A young Israeli dreaming of mak-
ing it big looks to high tech,” said
Eytan Avriel, editor of Israel’s lead-
ing economics journal.

Mr. Avrahami typified the Israeli
technology highflier. After military
service, he enrolled at Haifa’s presti-
gious Technion technology insti-
tute, and then landed a job with Sili-
con Valley-based VeriFone Holdings
Inc.

In 2007, he was made vice presi-
dent at a young software-testing
company based in Israel’s high-tech
belt, north of Tel Aviv.

In September, with his wife
seven months pregnant with their
second child, the first signs of trou-
ble emerged. Smaller clients started
canceling contracts as they cut
down on outsourcing costs. By De-
cember, the company’s largest cli-
ents had all canceled as well.

“There was no problem with our
company or our product. It was a
problem with the customers,” Mr.
Avrahami said.

Faced with a 50% pay cut, he con-
sidered starting his own software-
testing business. But capital-raising
among start-ups in Israel has fallen
off a cliff in recent months, and he
didn’t think he could tap the neces-
sary funds from investors.

So, he changed careers. Next
month, he begins classes at Cal Auto
College and intends to get into the
car-leasing business.

Indian agency
files charges
in Satyam case
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 23.50 $25.53 –0.65 –2.48%
Alcoa AA 45.30 7.79 –0.12 –1.52%
AmExpress AXP 17.10 15.01 –0.15 –0.99%
BankAm BAC 247.30 7.36 –0.12 –1.60%
Boeing BA 6.00 36.64 –1.52 –3.98%
Caterpillar CAT 12.70 29.45 –1.86 –5.94%
Chevron CVX 10.50 68.40 –1.49 –2.13%
Citigroup C 336.00 2.76 0.04 1.47%
CocaCola KO 7.00 44.62 –0.37 –0.82%
Disney DIS 10.90 19.12 –0.50 –2.55%
DuPont DD 8.70 24.32 –1.12 –4.40%
ExxonMobil XOM 26.00 68.71 –1.34 –1.91%
GenElec GE 103.40 10.65 –0.54 –4.83%
GenMotor GM 31.80 2.00 –0.27 –11.89%
HewlettPk HPQ 12.80 33.31 –0.45 –1.33%
HomeDpt HD 16.20 24.37 –0.48 –1.93%
Intel INTC 48.60 15.45 –0.41 –2.59%
IBM IBM 8.30 98.75 –2.81 –2.77%
JPMorgChas JPM 68.00 27.25 –0.95 –3.37%
JohnsJohns JNJ 12.20 51.36 –0.84 –1.61%
KftFoods KFT 12.00 22.46 –0.14 –0.62%
McDonalds MCD 7.10 55.40 –0.54 –0.97%
Merck MRK 12.70 26.27 –0.40 –1.50%
Microsoft MSFT 60.70 18.76 0.00 0.00%
Pfizer PFE 48.00 13.51 –0.20 –1.46%
ProctGamb PG 9.20 48.68 –0.97 –1.95%
3M MMM 3.80 50.80 –1.28 –2.46%
UnitedTech UTX 5.40 45.16 –1.15 –2.48%
Verizon VZ 13.20 31.72 –0.85 –2.61%
WalMart WMT 13.30 52.39 –1.04 –1.95%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 26
LAST: 7789.56 t 186.29, or 2.34%

YEAR TO DATE: t 986.83, or 11.2%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 4,786.88, or 38.1%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Tracking
credit
markets &
dealmakers

Follow the markets throughout
the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary
at WSJ.com/Europe.
Also, receive email alerts that
summarize the day’s trading in
Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to
WSJ.com/Online Today

Behind Asia’s deals: Bank revenue rankings, Asia
Behind every IPO, bond offering, merger deal or syndicated loan is one or more investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
Revenue, Market Equity Debt Mergers &
in millions share capital markets capital markets acquisitions Loans

Nomura $196 15.8% 57% 22% 20% 1%

Mitsubishi UFJ Securities 99 8.0% 17% 63% 7% 13%

Mizuho 89 7.1% …% 57% 17% 25%

Daiwa Securities SMBC Co Ltd 78 6.3% 18% 55% 27% …%

Citi 57 4.6% 29% 35% 33% 4%

UBS 46 3.7% 43% 22% 35% …%

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 37 2.9% 43% 34% 16% 8%

JPMorgan 35 2.8% 70% 5% 25% …%

Morgan Stanley 35 2.8% 45% 17% 38% …%

Source: Dealogic

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Old Mut  "1,918" –84 –197 –632 Imperial Tob Gp  327 ... 4 –4

Contl "1,309" –67 –128 –143 Allianz 125 ... –5 –67

Std Chartered Bk 257 –43 –43 –89 Rolls Royce  174 ... –2 4

Fiat "1,003" –41 –296 –430 PPR 454 1 –37 –116

Stena Aktiebolag "1,194" –41 16 –179 Safeway 55 1 ... –7

Wendel "1,080" –32 –31 –185 Brit Amern Tob  91 1 ... –9

Rep Iceland 902 –29 –42 –108 Altadis 84 1 –1 –6

Prudential  595 –26 –54 –329 Smiths Gp  137 2 –4 –8

AB Volvo 356 –24 –81 –228 Bertelsmann  354 3 –20 31

ITV  777 –22 –30 –221 Dexia Cr  436 7 6 31

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Tuesday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

Unilever Netherlands Food Products $34.7 15.25 3.88% –28.7% –18.7%

GDF Suez France Multiutilities 74.0 25.43 2.38 –37.0 –11.6

Deutsche Telekom Germany Mobile Telecoms 54.7 9.46 2.22 –16.4 –30.3

E.ON Germany Multiutilities 59.0 22.20 1.79 –45.3 –24.3

British Amer Tob U.K. Tobacco 47.2 15.81 1.67 –16.7 15.3

Royal Bk of Scot U.K. Banks $15.5 0.27 –10.40% –91.5 –94.8

Barclays U.K. Banks 19.5 1.58 –8.63 –66.1 –76.3

ING Groep Netherlands Life Insurance 13.8 5.00 –5.64 –80.6 –84.0

UBS Switzerland Banks 27.9 10.90 –5.22 –65.6 –82.9

AXA France Full Line Insurance 26.8 9.67 –4.13 –60.7 –64.7

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Nestle 133.0 39.72 1.59% –23.3% 2.4%
Switzerland (Food Products)
Novartis 99.2 42.92 1.47 –15.5 –41.2
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Iberdrola 37.0 5.58 1.45 –42.3 –13.3
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Sanofi-Aventis 73.2 41.93 1.30 –14.5 –44.4
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Diageo 32.5 7.98 1.01 –25.6 –9.9
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
France Telecom 59.0 17.02 0.95 –24.0 –5.4
France (Fixed Line Telecoms)
ENI 78.2 14.71 0.68 –35.8 –39.2
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Tesco 38.2 3.29 0.67 –17.9 0.7
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
Banco Santander 63.8 5.89 0.51 –52.5 –46.1
Spain (Banks)
SAP 45.2 27.77 0.45 –17.2 –39.3
Germany (Software)
Bayer 37.5 36.99 0.14 –29.4 10.7
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
Telefonica 95.0 15.22 0.13 –20.4 19.2
Spain (Fixed Line Telecoms)
UniCredit 27.2 1.54 0.13 –68.3 –73.6
Italy (Banks)
Roche Hldg Pt. Ct. 93.3 152.00 ... –19.3 –20.2
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Koninklijke Philips 15.5 12.03 –0.41 –51.4 –55.1
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
GlaxoSmithKline 86.6 10.27 –0.77 –7.1 –30.9
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Astrazeneca 50.5 23.55 –0.84 16.5 –19.1
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 26.5 72.60 –1.09 19.4 –49.1
Sweden (Telecoms Equipment)
Total 115.1 36.57 –1.18 –25.7 –33.1
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Royal Dutch Shell 77.8 16.54 –1.31 –28.3 –39.4
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)

Vodafone Grp 106.6 1.24 –1.39% –21.8% 0.6%
U.K. (Mobile Telecoms)
Daimler 28.9 22.61 –1.46 –57.3 –52.2
Germany (Automobiles)
ArcelorMittal 34.3 17.85 –1.49 –67.3 ...
Luxembourg (Iron & Steel)
Assicurazioni Genli 24.1 12.88 –1.53 –56.2 –52.4
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 34.5 6.94 –1.56 –53.2 –58.6
Spain (Banks)
BP 135.8 4.46 –1.71 –17.0 –35.9
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
BASF 30.8 25.21 –1.87 –43.6 –20.7
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
BHP Billiton 44.7 13.59 –1.88 –22.9 17.6
U.K. (General Mining)
Credit Suisse Grp 35.9 34.68 –1.92 –39.8 –52.6
Switzerland (Banks)
HSBC Hldgs 112.2 4.42 –1.94 –40.8 –47.3
U.K. (Banks)
Soc. Generale 25.8 33.50 –1.96 –51.2 –69.6
France (Banks)
Allianz SE 40.5 67.52 –2.06 –48.8 –49.3
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Siemens 53.3 43.95 –2.09 –38.8 –41.5
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Rio Tinto 32.0 21.60 –2.17 –63.4 –31.0
U.K. (General Mining)
ABB 33.1 16.32 –2.33 –40.0 0.4
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
BNP Paribas 41.0 33.86 –2.99 –51.4 –54.0
France (Banks)
Anglo Amer 25.7 12.96 –3.07 –60.7 –47.3
U.K. (General Mining)
Nokia 48.0 9.51 –3.35 –55.9 –46.0
Finland (Telecoms Equipment)
Intesa Sanpaolo 31.9 2.03 –4.02 –57.8 –58.1
Italy (Banks)
Deutsche Bk 25.4 33.52 –4.11 –56.0 –64.5
Germany (Banks)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage -0.26% 0.38% 0.8% 2.3% -5.0%
Event Driven -0.03% 0.54% 1.2% 2.3% -25.8%
Distressed Securities -0.96% -4.07% -11.8% -10.3% -40.6%
Equity Market Neutral -0.46% -1.17% -2.9% -2.3% -9.5%
Equity Long/Short -0.56% -1.89% -0.5% -0.8% -15.3%

*Estimates as of 04/06/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 11/1 1.61 101.11% 0.02% 1.87 1.58 1.68

Eur. High Volatility: 11/1 3.36 101.70 0.04 3.89 3.34 3.60

Europe Crossover: 11/1 9.11 102.21 0.10 9.71 8.94 9.22

Asia ex-Japan IG: 11/1 3.10 101.77 0.04 3.84 3.10 3.45

Japan: 11/1 3.41 107.15 0.05 4.33 3.20 3.93

 Note: Data as of April 6

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.
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—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.

Esprit Holdings Ltd.

Esprit Holdings Ltd. said
Ronald Van der Vis will succeed
Heinz Krogner as chief executive of
the fashion retailer. Mr. Van der
Vis, 41 years old, will become a di-
rector of the company on June 22.
By Nov. 1, following a transition pe-
riod, he will take over as CEO. He
has been CEO of optical retailer
Pearle Europe BV for five years.
Mr. Krogner will step down as chief
executive but will stay on as execu-
tive chairman. Mr. Van der Vis’s ap-
pointment is the latest in a series of
changes in Esprit’s top manage-
ment, which has sparked investor
concern about the firm’s stability.

A WSJ NEWS ROUNDUP

PARIS—European airlines, in-
cluding Air France-KLM SA, re-
ported steep declines in March traf-
fic as cargo loads continued to fall
and empty business seats added to
widening losses.

The Franco-Dutch airline—Eu-
rope’s largest—said Tuesday that it
carried 5.7 million passengers last
month, down 9.8% from March
2008, while traffic fell 9.4%. Its pas-
senger-load factor, which measures
how full a carrier’s aircraft are, fell
5.5 percentage points to 75.5%

“This decline was accompanied by
a significant deterioration in unit rev-
enues,” said Air France-KLM, without
providing further details.

Like other airlines, Air France-
KLM has been hit particularly hard by
the decline in international trade.
Stripping out the contribution of its
Dutch Martinair subsidiary, cargo traf-
fic at the airline fell 19% in March. In-
cluding Martinair, which specializes
in hauling cargo, the carrier’s overall
cargo traffic rose 1.3% last month. Air
France-KLM started consolidating
Martinair’s results in January.

Cargo-load factor excluding Mar-
tinair fell 7.8 percentage points to
61.4%. Including Martinair, cargo-
load factor fell 6.8 percentage
points to 62.5%. March was the
fourth month in a row that the
world’s largest carrier of interna-
tional freight, has seen cargo book-
ings drop about 20%.

Air France-KLM has been trying
to shore up its profitability by trim-

ming capacity as key markets
slacken amid the global economic
slump. Yet in March, the declines in
both passenger and cargo traffic, ex-
cluding Martinair, outpaced capac-
ity cuts in both business lines of
2.9% and 8.9%, respectively.

The weak numbers didn’t come
as a surprise. Air France-KLM had
flagged a lower trend for March two
weeks ago, warning that falling pas-
senger and cargo activity as well as
fuel-hedging losses would push it
into an operating loss of about Œ200
million, or $268 million, for its fiscal
year ended March 31.

“Conditions on the European net-
work remain tough,” the airline said,
adding that traffic on its Caribbean
and Indian Ocean network was hit by
strike action in the French Antilles.

Other European airlines didn’t
fare much better last month, partly
because year-earlier results were
boosted by an early Easter holiday.

Scandinavian carrier SAS AB said it
carried 2.2 million passengers in
March, off 9.3% from a year earlier,
while traffic dropped 17% and its pas-
senger-load factor fell 9.9 percent-
age points to 64.5%.

Finnair Oyj, meanwhile, said traf-
fic fell 8% and added that it expects
capacity this year to be 6% lower
than in 2008. Air Berlin PLC said its
passenger levels fell 6% in March, as
the German carrier’s load factor
dropped 3.7 percentage points to
74.1% despite a 4% cut in capacity.

Tuesday’s stream of data arrived
after U.S.-based Delta Air Lines Inc.,
the world’s largest carrier after tak-
ing over Northwest, said its interna-
tional passenger traffic fell 15% and
cargo activity dropped 36% last
month. Delta and Northwest to-
gether make up the third-biggest do-
mestic airline freight network, ac-
cording to IATA data for 2007, the
most recent available.

Europe air traffic slumps
Air France-KLM
hit particulary hard
by global trade drop

CORPORATE NEWS

By Avery Johnson

Pfizer Inc. outlined the leader-
ship structure of its sprawling re-
search efforts once it merges with
Wyeth, moving ahead on its commit-
ment to swiftly integrate the two or-
ganizations.

Pfizer said on Tuesday it will
break research and development
into two separate organizations,
one that looks at traditional chemi-
cal pills called small molecules and
another that studies large-mole-
cule, or biologic, drugs made from
living cells. Pfizer’s current R&D
chief Martin Mackay will lead the
small-molecule researchers, while
Wyeth’s R&D leader Mikael Dolsten
will oversee the biologics efforts.

Pfizer also said it would retain
Wyeth’s head of vaccines, Emilio Em-
ini, and Wyeth’s head of discovery,
Menelas Pangalos. Dr. Em-
ini and Dr. Pangalos will be
chief scientific officers at
Pfizer for vaccines and neu-
roscience, respectively.

“Creating two distinct,
but complementary, re-
search organizations, led
by the top scientist from
each company, will provide
sharper focus, less bureau-
cracy and clearer account-
ability in drug discovery,”
Pfizer Chief Executive Jef-
frey Kindler said in a news release.
Pfizer’s roughly $62 billion acquisi-
tion of Wyeth announced in January
is expected to close in the third quar-

ter.
The new company will be made

up of nine businesses, a continuation
of Mr. Kindler’s push to
make its units nimbler and
more accountable. The new
businesses include primary
care, vaccines, oncology,
consumer and nutritional
products. Pfizer, which sold
its consumer-health unit to
Johnson & Johnson in 2006,
is making a renewed effort
to diversify its businesses
as blockbuster break-
throughs are fewer and fur-
ther between.

In addition to Drs. Dolsten, Emini
and Pangalos, Pfizer has signed on
another five members of Wyeth’s
top brass.

Pfizer splits R&D into two groups

Tate & Lyle loses ruling on sweetener

GM Daewoo Auto

GM Daewoo Auto & Technology
Co., the South Korean unit of Gen-
eral Motors Corp., swung to a net
loss in 2008 amid low demand and
investment losses. GM Daewoo Vice
President Jay Cooney said high oil
prices last year hurt sales of sport-
utility vehicles, while rising manu-
facturing costs and volatile foreign-
exchange rates hurt profit. The com-
pany posted a net loss of 875.69 bil-
lion won ($670.8 million) last year,
compared with a net profit of 540.51
billion won a year earlier. Sales fell
1.6% to 12.31 trillion won, while oper-
ating profit declined 39% to 290.31
billion won. Losses from derivative
investments jumped to 2.33 trillion
won from 206.45 billion won.

Rio Tinto Ltd.

Rio Tinto Ltd. said it is slowing
expansion of an alumina refinery
and cutting bauxite output from a
mine, which will result in the loss
of more than 700 positions for con-
tractors and permanent staff. The
slowdown at the Yarwun alumina
refinery in Queensland state
means completion of the $1.8 bil-
lion expansion, which will lift the
plant’s alumina output to 3.4 mil-
lion metric tons a year from 1.4 mil-
lion tons, will be pushed back a
year to the second half of 2012. At
its Weipa mine, Rio Tinto said it
plans to cut annual bauxite output
to 15 million tons from 19.4 million
last year. The latest curtailment
comes on top of deep cuts already
made by Rio and other aluminum
producers as the global recession
has sent prices tumbling 55% from
their highs last year.

Total SA

French oil company Total SA on
Monday said it was considering de-
laying its decision to build the $9
billion Canadian-dollar ($7 billion)
Joslyn oil-sands mine in northern
Alberta. The move is the latest by
an international oil company to de-
lay investments to negotiate better
deals with contractors. On Mon-
day, the Qatari oil minister said a
natural-gas-development project
with Exxon Mobil Corp. would be
pushed back to benefit from a drop
in construction costs. Total spokes-
man Kevin Church said: “We’re
looking at costs...and design and
discussing these issues with our
contractors....Part of the strategy
[in delaying the investment deci-
sion] is talking to suppliers as the
cost of raw materials has come
down, to get the best deal.”

AstraZeneca PLC

AstraZeneca PLC on Tuesday
said it filed a lawsuit in a U.S. court
seeking a patent-infringement rul-
ing against Apotex Inc. after the
Canadian drug maker won ap-
proval for a generic version of the
children’s asthma medication Pul-
micort Respules. The U.K. pharma-
ceutical company is also seeking
to stop sales of Apotex’s generic
drug until the patent-infringe-
ment case is concluded. The U.S.
District Court of New Jersey will
hear oral arguments on the motion
April 16. AstraZeneca said the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
granted approval for a generic ver-
sion of Pulmicort Respules to Apo-
tex on March 30. “The lawsuit fol-
lows Apotex’s indication of intent
to market a generic version of As-
traZeneca’s Pulmicort Respules in
the U.S. prior to the expiration of
AstraZeneca’s patents,” the Lon-
don-based company said.

Air France-KLM, Europe’s largest airline, posted sharp year-to-year declines in
March passenger and cargo traffic as international trade fell amid the recession.

GLOBAL BUSINESS BRIEFS

Martin Mackay

France Télécom SA

France Télécom SA said Tues-
day the Egyptian stock-market regu-
lator has rejected its takeover offer
for mobile operator Egyptian Co.
for Mobile Services. France Télé-
com said it offered to buy the 49% in
ECMS it doesn’t own at a premium
of 33.1% to the stock’s April 5 closing
price and a 54.2% premium to the av-
erage closing price of the past six
months. “It seems that our offer
wasn’t high enough in the eyes of
the regulator,” said a France Télé-
com spokesman. He declined to say
whether France Télécom would con-
sider making a higher offer. France
Télécom late Sunday said that a rul-
ing by an arbitration court ordered
Orascom Telecom Holding SAE to
transfer its 28.75% stake in mobile
operator Mobinil to France Télécom
by April 10. France Télécom already
owns the other 71.25% of Mobinil.

PartyGaming PLC

PartyGaming PLC reached a set-
tlement with authorities over its
defunct operations in the U.S.,
with the online-gambling com-
pany agreeing to pay a $105 mil-
lion fine. Under the agreement,
the U.S. attorney’s office for the
Southern District of New York
won’t prosecute PartyGaming or
its subsidiaries for providing Inter-
net gambling to customers in the
U.S. before the federal govern-
ment’s ban of the industry in Octo-
ber 2006. PartyGaming will pay
the fine in eight installments until
Sept. 30, 2012. The payments will
come from the U.K.-listed compa-
ny’s existing resources. Sepa-
rately, PartyGaming said first-
quarter revenue fell 22% to $100.1
million from $128.9 million a year
earlier, hurt by the U.S. currency’s
strength against the euro, pound
and Canadian dollar.

Segro PLC

REIT successfully places
$738 million rights issue

U.K. industrial-real-estate invest-
ment trust Segro PLC said it success-
fully placed its £500.6 million ($738
million), 12-for-1 rights issue. Share-
holders representing 95% of the new
shares had subscribed to the issue
early Tuesday, and Segro’s book-run-
ners later found buyers for the re-
maining 247 million shares. Segro
joined a list of property companies
that have raised cash to weather the
financial crisis that has seen valua-
tions plummet and vacancy rates
rise as tenants move to cheaper pre-
mises or have gone out of business.
Segro said it will use the proceeds of
the rights issue to help cut its debt.
The capital raising comes just days
after the company secured a deal
with banks that provides new terms
on £1.7 billion of debt to help it
through the downturn.
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By Erica Herrero-Martinez

And Michael Carolan

Tate & Lyle PLC suffered a setback
when a U.S. court upheld a ruling that
leaves its Sucralose sweetener ex-
posed to low-cost generic imports.

The U.S. International Trade Com-
mission in Washington late Monday
upheld a September ruling that re-
jected a Tate & Lyle claim that Chi-
nese manufacturers and six import-
ers had infringed its patents on the
manufacturing process for its artifi-
cial sweetener Sucralose.

While the patent on Sucralose it-
self has expired, Tate & Lyle holds a
host of patents on its manufacture,
which the company says cover all
known economically viable routes
for making the product, which is also
sold under the Splenda brand.

London-based Tate & Lyle filed
suit in 2007, after products contain-
ing Sucralose it didn’t make began ap-
pearingin U.S. stores. Tate &Lyle man-
ufactures Sucralose for food compa-
nies, while Johnson & Johnson’s Mc-
Neil Nutritionals owns the Splenda
brand and the tabletop business.

Sucralose has been a key element
of Tate & Lyle’s portfolio. With a mo-
nopoly on its production, the com-
pany has pushed Sucralose hard in re-
cent years as the company sought to
transform itself from a commodity-
driven concern into a value-added
food producer with more control
over pricing and margins. Even
though Sucralose accounts for only
4% of Tate & Lyle’s sales, it generates
21% of the company’s profit thanks to
it strong margins.

Tate & Lyle said it will review it
and evaluate options for appeal.
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

3.23% 8 World -a % % 158.16 –1.84% –44.0% 5.56% 10 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 464.17 –1.62% –41.7%

2.83% 14 Global Dow 1012.40 0.27% –35.1% 1427.03 –0.73% –45.2% 4.90% 14 Infrastructure 1158.80 0.95% –28.1% 1466.27 –0.06% –39.3%

4.10% 16 Stoxx 600 183.50 –0.84% –42.4% 181.86 –1.82% –51.4% 2.47% 6 Luxury 612.40 –0.95% –32.6% 689.05 –1.94% –43.1%

4.23% 13 Stoxx Large 200 198.30 –0.67% –42.3% 195.48 –1.66% –51.3% 1.90% 8 BRIC 50 287.80 0.55% –36.6% 364.04 –0.48% –46.4%

3.33% -25 Stoxx Mid 200 163.10 –1.63% –42.2% 160.78 –2.61% –51.2% 4.05% 9 Africa 50 566.90 0.83% –47.2% 477.54 –0.18% –55.4%

3.62% 13 Stoxx Small 200 101.00 –1.73% –44.4% 99.54 –2.71% –53.0% 5.98% 6 GCC % % 1162.45 –0.06% –59.5%

4.15% 13 Euro Stoxx 200.70 –0.79% –44.5% 198.99 –1.78% –53.1% 3.90% 9 Sustainability 617.40 –0.84% –36.8% 691.07 –1.93% –46.6%

4.24% 10 Euro Stoxx Large 200 215.60 –0.69% –44.6% 212.41 –1.68% –53.2% 2.98% 10 Islamic Market -a % % 1402.73 –1.99% –38.7%

3.73% -15 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 181.50 –1.09% –43.8% 178.71 –2.07% –52.5% 3.19% 10 Islamic Market 100 1410.30 –0.70% –21.8% 1600.18 –1.80% –34.0%

3.79% 9 Euro Stoxx Small 200 110.00 –1.65% –45.4% 108.28 –2.63% –53.9% 3.19% 10 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

6.96% 5 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1053.10 –2.70% –57.9% 1196.17 –3.67% –64.4% 2.56% 10 DJ U.S. TSM % % 8332.08 –2.18% –39.6%

6.65% 7 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1177.90 –1.42% –58.3% 1343.07 –2.40% –64.7% % DJ-AIG Commodity 115.90 0.88% –35.8% 111.67 –0.13% –45.8%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.4005 2.0658 1.2244 0.1713 0.0417 0.2105 0.0139 0.3383 1.8591 0.2496 1.1309 ...

 Canada 1.2384 1.8266 1.0827 0.1515 0.0369 0.1862 0.0123 0.2991 1.6439 0.2207 ... 0.8842

 Denmark 5.6116 8.2773 4.9063 0.6863 0.1672 0.8436 0.0558 1.3555 7.4493 ... 4.5315 4.0069

 Euro 0.7533 1.1111 0.6586 0.0921 0.0224 0.1132 0.0075 0.1820 ... 0.1342 0.6083 0.5379

 Israel 4.1400 6.1066 3.6196 0.5064 0.1234 0.6224 0.0412 ... 5.4958 0.7378 3.3431 2.9561

 Japan 100.5050 148.2499 87.8732 12.2926 2.9951 15.1097 ... 24.2769 133.4204 17.9104 81.1604 71.7656

 Norway 6.6517 9.8116 5.8157 0.8136 0.1982 ... 0.0662 1.6067 8.8301 1.1854 5.3714 4.7496

 Russia 33.5564 49.4974 29.3389 4.1042 ... 5.0448 0.3339 8.1055 44.5461 5.9799 27.0977 23.9609

 Sweden 8.1761 12.0601 7.1485 ... 0.2437 1.2292 0.0813 1.9749 10.8537 1.4570 6.6024 5.8381

 Switzerland 1.1438 1.6871 ... 0.1399 0.0341 0.1719 0.0114 0.2763 1.5183 0.2038 0.9236 0.8167

 U.K. 0.6779 ... 0.5927 0.0829 0.0202 0.1019 0.0067 0.1638 0.9000 0.1208 0.5475 0.4841

 U.S. ... 1.4751 0.8743 0.1223 0.0298 0.1503 0.0099 0.2415 1.3275 0.1782 0.8075 0.7141

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

WSJ.com

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 396.25 –9.25 –2.28% 822.00 315.75
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 989.50 –4.50 –0.45 1,644.50 786.50
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 551.75 –17.25 –3.03 1,144.75 447.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 83.750 –0.625 –0.74 116.700 78.600
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,677 119 4.65% 3,220 1,932
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 117.50 unch. unch. 181.50 104.35
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 12.23 0.01 0.08 15.95 9.94
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 47.91 0.05 0.10 101.50 41.21
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,180.00 35 1.63 2,201 1,599
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,882 77 4.27 2,023 1,005
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,560 –3 –0.19 2,390 1,425

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 199.00 3.10 1.58 388.00 127.10
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 883.30 10.50 1.20 1,035.00 476.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1221.00 10.00 0.83 2,130.00 865.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,459.00 –31.00 –2.08 3,340.00 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 10,650.00 –175.00 –1.62 25,450.00 9,750.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 4,335.00 –20.00 –0.46 8,811.00 2,815.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 1,315.00 unch. unch. 2,944.00 870.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,350.00 –20.00 –1.46 2,360.00 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 10,675 –275 –2.51 30,300 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 49.15 –1.90 –3.72 143.32 39.42
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.3903 –0.0288 –2.03 4.2125 1.1399
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.4604 –0.0151 –1.02 3.7050 1.0442
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 3.562 –0.170 –4.56 11.817 3.565
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 0.52 –0.01 –1.93 1.50 0.42
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 4.49 0.005 0.11 13.51 3.68

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on April 7
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 4.8769 0.2050 3.6738 0.2722

Brazil real 2.9634 0.3374 2.2324 0.4480

Canada dollar 1.6439 0.6083 1.2384 0.8075
1-mo. forward 1.6440 0.6083 1.2384 0.8075

3-mos. forward 1.6425 0.6088 1.2373 0.8082
6-mos. forward 1.6401 0.6097 1.2355 0.8094

Chile peso 774.60 0.001291 583.50 0.001714
Colombia peso 3208.67 0.0003117 2417.08 0.0004137

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.3275 0.7533 1 1
Mexico peso-a 18.0738 0.0553 13.6150 0.0734

Peru sol 4.1318 0.2420 3.1125 0.3213
Uruguay peso-e 31.860 0.0314 24.000 0.0417

U.S. dollar 1.3275 0.7533 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 2.85 0.350811 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.8591 0.5379 1.4005 0.7141
China yuan 9.0755 0.1102 6.8365 0.1463

Hong Kong dollar 10.2884 0.0972 7.7502 0.1290
India rupee 66.4015 0.0151 50.0200 0.0200

Indonesia rupiah 15027 0.0000665 11320 0.0000883
Japan yen 133.42 0.007495 100.51 0.009950

1-mo. forward 133.37 0.007498 100.47 0.009954
3-mos. forward 133.22 0.007507 100.35 0.009965

6-mos. forward 132.95 0.007522 100.15 0.009985
Malaysia ringgit-c 4.7690 0.2097 3.5925 0.2784

New Zealand dollar 2.2977 0.4352 1.7309 0.5778
Pakistan rupee 106.200 0.0094 80.000 0.0125

Philippines peso 63.362 0.0158 47.730 0.0210
Singapore dollar 2.0078 0.4981 1.5125 0.6612

South Korea won 1750.31 0.0005713 1318.50 0.0007584
Taiwan dollar 44.624 0.02241 33.615 0.02975
Thailand baht 47.060 0.02125 35.450 0.02821

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7533 1.3275

1-mo. forward 1.0001 0.9999 0.7534 1.3273

3-mos. forward 1.0001 0.9999 0.7534 1.3273

6-mos. forward 0.9999 1.0001 0.7532 1.3276

Czech Rep. koruna-b 26.573 0.0376 20.018 0.0500

Denmark krone 7.4493 0.1342 5.6116 0.1782

Hungary forint 296.72 0.003370 223.52 0.004474

Norway krone 8.8301 0.1132 6.6517 0.1503

Poland zloty 4.4824 0.2231 3.3766 0.2962

Russia ruble-d 44.546 0.02245 33.556 0.02980

Sweden krona 10.8537 0.0921 8.1761 0.1223

Switzerland franc 1.5183 0.6586 1.1438 0.8743

1-mo. forward 1.5175 0.6590 1.1431 0.8748

3-mos. forward 1.5156 0.6598 1.1417 0.8759

6-mos. forward 1.5121 0.6613 1.1391 0.8779

Turkey lira 2.1277 0.4700 1.6028 0.6239

U.K. pound 0.9000 1.1111 0.6779 1.4751

1-mo. forward 0.8999 1.1112 0.6779 1.4751

3-mos. forward 0.8998 1.1114 0.6778 1.4754

6-mos. forward 0.8994 1.1118 0.6775 1.4760

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5004 1.9983 0.3770 2.6527

Egypt pound-a 7.4652 0.1340 5.6235 0.1778

Israel shekel 5.4958 0.1820 4.1400 0.2415

Jordan dinar 0.9405 1.0632 0.7085 1.4114

Kuwait dinar 0.3871 2.5831 0.2916 3.4290

Lebanon pound 1991.91 0.0005020 1500.50 0.0006665

Saudi Arabia riyal 4.9787 0.2009 3.7505 0.2666

South Africa rand 12.1639 0.0822 9.1630 0.1091

United Arab dirham 4.8761 0.2051 3.6732 0.2722

SDR -f 0.8904 1.1230 0.6708 1.4908

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 16 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 183.46 –1.55 –0.84% –6.8% –42.4%

 13 DJ Stoxx 50 1872.38 –9.13 –0.49 –9.3% –41.2%

 13 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 200.74 –1.60 –0.79 –9.9% –44.5%

 9 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2165.56 –14.17 –0.65 –11.7% –43.2%

 6 Austria ATX 1740.32 –62.74 –3.48 –0.6% –56.1%

 5 Belgium Bel-20 1765.51 –34.64 –1.92 –7.5% –54.2%

 11 Czech Republic PX 786.9 –27.3 –3.35 –8.3% –50.1%

 8 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 218.98 –4.56 –2.04 –3.2% –47.1%

 9 Finland OMX Helsinki 4860.57 –88.33 –1.78 –10.0% –51.5%

 8 France CAC-40 2902.31 –27.44 –0.94 –9.8% –40.9%

 12 Germany DAX 4322.50 –27.31 –0.63 –10.1% –36.2%

 … Hungary BUX 11987.74 –138.90 –1.15 –2.1% –45.7%

 5 Ireland ISEQ 2273.19 –27.79 –1.21 –3.0% –64.1%

 6 Italy S&P/MIB 16561 –129 –0.77 –14.9% –50.8%

 7 Netherlands AEX 227.39 –1.46 –0.64 –7.5% –51.0%

 6 Norway All-Shares 267.38 –7.77 –2.82 –1.0% –46.4%

 17 Poland WIG 26172.07 –238.65 –0.90 –3.9% –45.8%

 14 Portugal PSI 20 6434.10 –26.40 –0.41 1.5% –41.4%

 … Russia RTSI 740.47 –8.15 –1.09% 17.2% –64.6%

 7 Spain IBEX 35 8346.0 24.9 0.30% –9.2% –39.3%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 215.13 –1.79 –0.83 5.3% –32.8%

 10 Switzerland SMI 4974.20 –27.88 –0.56 –10.1% –34.3%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 26377.63 –273.03 –1.02 –1.8% –37.4%

 9 U.K. FTSE 100 3930.52 –63.02 –1.58 –11.4% –34.4%

 11 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 89.21 –0.25 –0.28 –4.7% –39.6%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 3706.3 –50.3 –1.34 –0.4% –33.5%

 … China CBN 600 21030.62 71.38 0.34 42.4% –31.6%

 13 Hong Kong Hang Seng 14928.97 –69.07 –0.46 3.8% –38.6%

 13 India Sensex 10534.87 Closed 9.2% –32.4%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 8832.85 –25.08 –0.28 –0.3% –33.3%

 … Singapore Straits Times 1802.39 –45.59 –2.47 2.3% –42.4%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1300.10 2.25 0.17 15.6% –25.9%

 10 AMERICAS DJ Americas 208.80 –5.28 –2.47 –7.7% –41.1%

 … Brazil Bovespa 43924.97 –242.29 –0.55 17.0% –31.7%

 13 Mexico IPC 20543.87 –263.34 –1.27 –8.2% –34.9%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of April 7, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

3.90% 11 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 213.76 –0.56% –6.1% –41.3%

3.90% 12 World (Developed Markets) 848.54 –0.74% –7.8% –41.0%

3.50% 13 World ex-EMU 100.17 –0.74% –6.9% –38.8%

3.70% 13 World ex-UK 851.31 –0.72% –7.9% –40.1%

4.90% 10 EAFE 1,120.33 –0.63% –9.5% –45.0%

3.90% 9 Emerging Markets (EM) 623.03 0.96% 9.9% –43.6%

5.40% 9 EUROPE 64.56 –0.64% –7.0% –39.5%

6.10% 8 EMU 124.35 –0.77%–12.5% –50.9%

5.30% 10 Europe ex-UK 71.05 –0.57% –8.4% –40.0%

7.00% 7 Europe Value 71.16 –0.62% –8.2% –42.8%

4.00% 10 Europe Growth 56.86 –0.66% –5.9% –36.3%

5.30% 7 Europe Small Cap 106.58 0.16% 5.6% –43.2%

4.30% 4 EM Europe 171.12 0.08% 7.7% –55.5%

5.70% 7 UK 1,185.51 –0.87% –9.8% –30.2%

4.00% 8 Nordic Countries 99.46 0.65% 1.4% –44.0%

3.20% 3 Russia 470.54 –0.85% 14.2% –64.3%

4.50% 9 South Africa 567.04 –1.77% –2.0% –20.9%

4.70% 10 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 267.56 1.78% 8.2% –41.1%

3.00% 22 Japan 516.64 0.12% –2.5% –32.5%

3.20% 10 China 44.45 2.05% 9.0% –31.7%

1.70% 12 India 411.87 1.90% 11.6% –35.1%

1.90% 10 Korea 357.21 1.02% 16.4% –24.0%

7.30% 9 Taiwan 205.91 0.40% 18.8% –37.5%

2.90% 17 US BROAD MARKET 914.77 –0.94% –6.9% –36.3%

2.40% -48 US Small Cap 1,144.40 –1.74% –8.2% –36.3%

3.90% 10 EM LATIN AMERICA 2,391.74 –0.71% 15.1% –44.6%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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Tech giants help clients tap U.S. stimulus funds
Cisco, Oracle, peers
target $100 billion;
it’s ‘just advertising’

By Ben Worthen

Gregg Stahl received an un-
usual offer last week from technol-
ogy giant Cisco Systems Inc. Did
he want a Cisco grant writer to
help craft an application for fed-
eral stimulus funds that his state
could use to buy digital-phone tech-
nology?

Mr. Stahl, an administrator
overseeing technology for the cash-
strapped North Carolina Court Sys-
tem, recently had suspended a $9
million project to install a Cisco
phone system. The state court sys-
tem, which has a $25 million an-
nual technology budget, has
placed on hold all of its informa-
tion-technology projects, he said.

The project was halted after
just a third of the work was com-
pleted. Mr. Stahl said he didn’t see
how the phone-replacement
project would qualify for stimulus
funds. But “companies like Cisco
have a tendency to spend time with
lobbyists” and might know better,
he said.

With the recession forcing cor-
porations and institutions to can-
cel projects, technology suppliers
are eyeing the economic-stimulus
package as an elixir to keep reve-
nue flowing. It earmarks more
than $100 billion that could be
spent on information technology,
according to research company
IDC.

The stimulus legislation
doesn’t provide checks directly to
tech companies. Instead, it will par-
cel money out to needy health-care
providers, school districts, govern-
ments and rural phone companies,
among others. It is too soon to tell
whether providing a grant-writer
will produce a bonanza for any in-
stitution, but that hasn’t stopped
Cisco, Microsoft Corp., or Oracle
Corp. from offering advice that
could help customers land stimu-
lus grants.

Companies such as Cisco, Apple
Inc. and Dell Inc. have benefited in
the past from government pro-
grams providing grants to schools
and libraries, including those fund-
ing Internet connections. Cisco
was unable to immediately provide
a dollar estimate for its sales un-
der a federal program providing
schools with Internet access.

Over the last four weeks, Mi-
crosoft has trained its U.S. educa-
tion sales staff to help customers
identify eligible stimulus funds
and apply for them, said Anthony
Salcito, general manager of U.S. ed-
ucation business at the Redmond,
Wash., software maker. Oracle, of
Redwood Shores, Calif., this month
will hold an event for customers of-
fering advice on how to tap stimu-
lus funds, according to its Web
site. An Oracle spokeswoman de-
clined to comment.

Debbie Karcher, chief informa-
tion officer for Miami-Dade
County Public Schools, has had Ap-

ple sales people stop by to talk
about the stimulus. “They were try-
ing to explain the bill,” she said.
And she recently attended a presen-
tation where a Microsoft worker
talked about stimulus funds that
could be available for education.

Ms. Karcher said she would like
to use the funds to pay for software
from Microsoft that students can

use to locate documents and share
information. And she would like to
install wireless Internet access at
some schools.

Not every customer looks favor-
ably on stimulus-related pitches.
Bev White, chief information of-
ficer for the Wake County Public
School System in North Carolina,
which has a technology budget of
$14 million this year, said she has
received “emails that say you can
use stimulus funds to buy some-
thing” from every major tech com-
pany she deals with. “I just view it
as advertising,” she said.

A spokeswoman for the Obama
administration didn’t respond to a
request for comment.

Companies including Cisco say
the potential for boosting their
sales is there. “This is an enormous
package,” said Jeff Campbell, se-
nior director of technology and

trade policy for the San Jose, Ca-
lif., company. “As the spring wears
on there’s going to be a lot of pres-
sure to start spending the stimulus
money.”

Cisco recently created teams
dedicated to finding ways that its
products can be covered by stimu-
lus funds, Mr. Campbell said.
These groups are producing de-
tailed sales-and-marketing materi-
als promoting stimulus-aided pur-
chases, and training salespeople to

make these calls, he said.
Even before the package was ap-

proved, Microsoft was looking at
ways its products could be tied to
stimulus grants, said Mr. Salcito. It
expects software that can help
track student performance will
qualify for stimulus monies. An-
other program, which can make
back-office computers run more ef-
ficiently, could be funded by grants
intended to make the schools more
energy-efficient, he said.

Other tech companies view the
stimulus package as a way to in-
crease software sales to corporate
buyers. Design software maker Au-
toDesk Inc., which lost $105 mil-
lion in the January quarter, is tying
sales to grants for construction
projects. Most of the stimulus is go-
ing to projects that are “shovel-
ready,” and AutoDesk is telling cus-
tomers that its software can speed

up the planning phases.
“Stimulus has become part of

the lingua franca,” said Doug Eber-
hard, a senior director at Au-
todesk.

International Business Ma-
chines Corp. developed a software
program specifically designed to
help companies keep track of how
they’re spending stimulus funds.
IBM is also positioning its consult-
ants as experts who can help com-
panies measure the results
achieved through stimulus funds,
which many of the grants require.

“There is special money in the
stimulus bill that puts in lots of in-
spector generals” to ensure funds
are spent properly, said Gerard
Mooney, IBM’s general manager
for government and education.
“We are being bowled over by the
interest level” for the new soft-
ware, he added.
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Microsoft has
trained sales staff to
help identify eligible
stimulus funds.
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Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 04/06 EUR 2.35 11.9 –72.8 –51.4

Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 04/06 USD 9.47 8.6 –31.8 –15.1

Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 04/06 USD 11.32 30.7 –61.8 –33.4

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 04/07 USD 113.14 2.0 –47.3 –21.2

PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 04/07 USD 108.34 1.8 –47.9 –21.9

PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 04/06 USD 260.84 –8.5 –20.6 –4.9

PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 04/06 CHF 123.96 0.0 1.2 1.5

PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 04/06 CHF 93.57 0.0 1.2 1.5

PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 04/06 USD 84.61 4.0 –29.3 –14.6

PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/06 EUR 157.68 18.1 –60.0 –40.5

PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts LC-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/07 USD 100.88 8.3 –51.8 –23.7

PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/07 USD 329.35 8.3 –50.8 –23.7

PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/06 EUR 72.17 –5.6 –39.9 –28.0

PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 04/06 EUR 369.31 –1.1 1.6 0.2

PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 04/06 EUR 281.04 –1.1 1.6 0.2

PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 04/06 EUR 124.33 –0.4 –4.7 –3.4

PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 04/06 EUR 87.41 –0.4 –4.7 –3.4

PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 04/06 EUR 96.26 6.7 –28.2 –20.2

PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 04/06 EUR 55.80 6.7 –28.2 –20.3

PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 04/06 EUR 135.25 0.5 3.2 3.2

PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 04/06 EUR 97.47 0.5 3.2 3.2

PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 04/06 EUR 102.22 0.4 NS NS

PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 04/06 EUR 100.86 0.4 NS NS

PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/06 EUR 292.88 –4.3 –42.7 –32.2

PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/06 EUR 94.82 –6.2 –41.0 –31.3

PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 04/06 USD 198.61 4.8 –2.0 0.8

PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 04/06 USD 135.11 4.8 –2.0 0.8

PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 04/07 USD 228.43 7.4 –40.7 –12.8

PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 04/06 USD 194.35 1.4 –47.4 –19.0

PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 04/07 JPY 8038.23 –1.3 –36.2 –29.8

PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 04/07 JPY 7078.00 –3.1 –39.1 –34.5

PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 04/07 JPY 6897.33 –3.2 –39.5 –34.9

PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 04/07 JPY 3850.80 –1.9 –35.7 –31.7

PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 04/07 USD 165.96 4.8 –43.6 –21.5

PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 04/06 CHF 688.13 –0.2 –13.1 –11.1

PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 04/06 EUR 43.08 –2.4 –35.1 –28.6

PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 28.91 26.6 –67.9 NS

PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/06 USD 73.48 2.8 –24.3 –16.7

PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 04/06 EUR 325.95 –0.1 –41.2 –31.2

PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 04/06 USD 78.93 –3.3 –33.5 –19.0

PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 04/06 USD 67.37 –7.1 –38.0 –22.7

PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 04/06 USD 515.37 –2.8 5.5 7.1

PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 04/06 USD 378.16 –2.8 5.5 7.1

PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 04/06 USD 130.48 0.2 1.8 2.9

PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 04/06 USD 85.20 0.2 1.8 2.9

PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 101.47 0.2 NS NS

PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 100.76 0.2 NS NS

PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 04/06 EUR 98.17 –4.7 –28.7 –20.7

PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 04/07 USD 153.58 –6.8 –3.1 5.8

PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 04/07 USD 127.12 –6.8 –3.1 5.8

PTF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 37.46 –9.8 NS NS

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 04/06 USD 8.78 12.0 –28.6 –22.0

Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 04/06 USD 12.90 –12.2 –21.3 –15.8

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 124.72 10.8 12.5 12.2

Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 6.04 –10.5 –62.1 –32.9

Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 02/27 USD 126.56 0.2 14.9 9.9

Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 173.77 –2.9 –18.6 –5.2

Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 14.22 2.2 –4.7 14.7

Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2

UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 02/27 USD 164.46 –0.8 –3.2 2.4

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 04/01 USD 61.56 6.7 –48.8 –19.2

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 507.50 –9.9 –40.5 NS

Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 589.72 –10.3 NS NS

Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 04/06 EUR 1084.10 –4.2 –11.6 –7.8

Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 04/06 EUR 1152.27 –4.1 –11.1 –7.3

Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 852.88 0.6 –44.5 –36.8

Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 909.58 0.8 –44.2 –36.4

Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 463.87 –6.7 –43.4 NS

Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 663.71 –6.5 –43.1 –31.1

Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 04/06 EUR 1193.03 –0.4 –7.1 –3.8

Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 04/06 EUR 1260.77 –0.2 –6.4 –3.2

Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 04/06 EUR 982.51 0.2 0.9 –3.3

Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 04/06 EUR 1041.39 0.4 1.5 –2.7

Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 04/06 USD 580.56 –12.9 –54.5 –37.4

Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 04/06 USD 595.90 –12.8 –54.3 –37.0

Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 552.15 –12.0 –51.8 –37.6

Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 04/06 GBP 51.77 –12.7 –52.0 –37.1

Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 04/06 EUR 1178.22 4.2 –19.8 –11.6

Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 04/06 EUR 1255.19 4.4 –19.3 –11.1

Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 04/06 JPY 10172.00 –1.6 –36.1 –31.4

Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 04/06 JPY 10794.00 –1.4 –35.7 –31.0

PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 04/06 USD 1380.75 7.4 –42.6 –21.0

PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 04/06 USD 1467.04 7.5 –42.2 –20.5

Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 677.31 –5.7 –43.1 –31.1

Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 04/06 EUR 718.85 –5.6 –42.8 –30.7

US Equity A US EQ IRL 04/06 USD 642.44 –4.0 –39.9 –23.2

US Equity B US EQ IRL 04/06 USD 684.86 –3.8 –39.5 –22.7

US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 04/06 USD 923.33 –8.2 –40.5 –26.8

US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 04/06 USD 984.85 –8.0 –40.1 –26.4

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se
SEB Fund 1
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 04/07 SEK 57.28 –4.8 –43.3 –31.7

Choice Japan Fd JP EQ LUX 04/07 JPY 43.69 –2.8 –36.2 –32.5

Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 04/07 JPY 43.83 –2.1 –44.4 –32.9

Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 04/07 USD 2.83 1.2 –42.7 –24.2

Europe 2 Fd EU EQ LUX 04/07 EUR 0.66 –4.5 –46.4 –34.2

Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 04/07 EUR 2.92 –4.4 –46.3 –34.0

Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 04/07 EUR 0.45 –3.2 –34.4 –26.9

Global Fd GL EQ LUX 04/07 USD 1.52 –8.8 –45.2 –27.1

Intl Mixed Fd -C- NO BA LUX 04/07 USD 20.99 –8.7 –35.6 –18.5

Intl Mixed Fd -D- NO BA LUX 04/07 USD 14.81 –8.7 –35.6 –17.4

Wireless Fd OT EQ LUX 04/07 EUR 0.10 10.6 –32.4 –22.0

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan Fd AS EQ LUX 04/07 USD 4.83 6.6 –41.3 –19.6

Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 04/07 EUR 10.64 –2.5 4.2 NS

Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 04/07 EUR 10.58 –2.6 3.8 3.9

Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 04/07 SEK 102.81 –2.7 3.9 NS

Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 04/07 SEK 115.52 –2.6 3.8 3.9

Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 04/07 SEK 6.41 0.4 –24.0 NS

Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 04/07 EUR 49.73 –0.3 –45.5 NS

Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 04/07 NOK 54.55 –0.3 –45.5 NS

Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 04/07 SEK 57.84 –0.3 –45.5 NS

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 04/07 USD 1.36 –2.5 –38.9 –24.1

Ethical Global Fd GL EQ LUX 04/07 USD 0.58 –6.2 –42.7 –26.8

Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 04/07 SEK 30.36 5.6 –27.6 –21.2

Europe Fd EU EQ LUX 04/07 USD 1.47 –4.5 –37.5 –28.5

Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 04/07 SEK 13.06 –0.1 2.1 3.9

Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 04/07 USD 2.55 –11.1 –27.4 –16.9

Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 04/07 SEK 9.22 0.7 2.8 3.0

Technology Fd OT EQ LUX 04/07 USD 1.72 10.6 –31.1 –16.0

World Fd NO BA LUX 04/07 USD 1.57 –5.4 –41.3 –19.0

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR EU MM LUX 04/07 EUR 1.27 0.0 1.6 1.8

Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 04/07 SEK 21.79 1.1 2.8 3.0

Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 04/07 USD 2.49 –0.4 1.0 2.3

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 9.88 –1.8 –3.9 –1.2

Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 8.87 –1.8 –3.9 –1.2

Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 24.75 –1.8 –4.0 –1.3

Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 8.24 –1.8 –4.0 –1.3

Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 04/07 SEK 10.96 1.4 3.4 3.3

Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 04/07 SEK 10.28 1.4 3.4 3.3

Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 04/07 SEK 21.44 1.4 3.3 3.2

Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 04/07 SEK 8.91 1.4 3.3 3.2

Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 41.64 0.2 8.5 5.6

Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 12.49 0.2 7.3 5.0

Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 04/07 EUR 1.06 –3.0 –9.8 –5.8

Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 04/07 EUR 0.83 –3.0 –10.2 –6.0

Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 10.27 –4.4 –15.1 –8.1

Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 8.06 –4.4 –14.9 –8.0

Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 04/07 EUR 105.27 1.4 5.9 NS

Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 04/07 EUR 104.83 1.2 5.5 NS

Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS

Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 1144.81 1.2 5.5 NS

Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 21.15 1.4 6.1 4.4

Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 04/07 SEK 11.97 1.4 6.1 4.4

n SEB Global Hedge
Global Hedge I SEK -C- OT OT LUX 04/07 SEK 77.94 –2.7 –21.3 –14.7

Global Hedge I SEK -D- OT OT LUX 04/07 SEK 71.23 –2.7 –23.6 –15.9

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 04/07 USD 1.67 8.8 –45.0 –17.0

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 04/07 SEK 20.07 19.6 –26.1 –21.2

Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 04/07 EUR 733.19 –3.8 –49.3 –36.2

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae

Email: am@tni.ae Tel:+971 2 619 2300

MENA Real Estate Acc Fund OT OT ARE 03/26 USD 862.94 –8.2 NS NS

UAE Blue Chip Fund Acc OT OT ARE 04/02 AED 4.76 3.9 –57.9 –19.1

n WWW.SGAM.COM
SGAM FUND

Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 04/03 EUR 27.05 –4.6 –6.9 –1.2

Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 04/03 EUR 21.06 1.6 –3.0 –2.7

Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 04/03 EUR 13.75 3.4 –28.8 –21.3

Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 04/03 EUR 39.36 –0.3 4.8 3.6

Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 04/03 EUR 37.67 –0.6 4.4 2.7
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 24.41 –4.8 4.9 0.1
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 32.39 2.7 0.7 3.9
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 37.50 –5.9 –7.1 5.1

Eq. China A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 16.07 7.6 –36.3 –12.2
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 04/06 EUR 19.57 –5.0 –43.9 –32.0
Eq. Eastern Europe A OT OT LUX 04/06 EUR 14.51 9.8 –59.7 –38.9
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 13.74 –3.6 –45.0 –16.8
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 04/06 EUR 8.14 –11.2 –43.3 –31.5
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/06 EUR 13.75 –4.6 –47.4 –35.5

Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 04/03 EUR 13.57 –1.2 –37.5 –23.7
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 04/03 EUR 7.63 –9.4 –53.1 –39.6
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 6.36 6.4 –48.5 –21.7

Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 19.74 –6.2 –43.2 –27.1
Eq. Global Technol A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 4.33 18.5 –27.9 –22.2
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 04/03 USD 21.87 4.6 –29.8 –9.2

Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 04/06 JPY 862.94 –4.7 –34.2 –39.4
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 11/26 JPY 1485.42 –8.1 –18.7 –22.7
Eq. Pacific A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 6.59 3.2 –43.7 –20.0

Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 17.06 5.0 –29.1 –16.2
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 11.32 5.0 –39.9 –22.7
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 20.99 4.7 –40.9 –19.8

Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 04/03 USD 15.78 –1.2 –41.0 –25.8
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 14.74 –5.1 –45.1 –30.9
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 11.46 –11.4 –49.8 –35.6

Eq. US Value Opp A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 11.95 –7.8 –48.4 –34.8
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 04/06 EUR 27.27 0.5 3.8 3.9
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 04/06 USD 15.80 0.3 2.1 3.4

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com
YMR-N Growth Fund JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 8007.00 –6.9 –41.1 –36.8

YMR-N Japan Fund JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 9119.00 –3.4 –37.3 –32.9
YMR-N Low Price Fund JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 12062.00 –7.1 –36.5 –34.2
YMR-N Small Cap Fund JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 5660.00 –11.8 –41.7 –39.3

Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 3944.00 –7.2 –48.3 –37.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro AS EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4147.00 –7.7 –48.3 –40.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 5911.00 –3.1 –44.0 –36.0

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 7739.00 –3.5 –37.9 –34.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 5766.00 –7.8 –39.5 –37.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 7250.00 –8.8 –37.2 –32.1

Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap AS EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4668.00 –6.3 –39.7 –33.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 10370.00 –8.5 –34.7 –30.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 7114.00 –6.9 –43.7 –37.3

Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 5480.00 –10.6 –44.9 –39.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel AS EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 5039.00 –3.0 –36.4 –31.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo AS EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 2236.00 –6.3 –48.6 –48.8

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 Excellent JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4087.00 –2.8 –44.6 –35.9

Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 5727.00 –3.0 –41.0 –33.2
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 5477.00 –7.4 –43.5 –38.4
Yuki 77 Income AS EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4809.00 –6.0 –34.8 NS

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 6048.00 –3.1 –38.5 –34.0
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4584.00 –10.3 –42.9 –36.0

Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 7306.00 –10.8 –34.7 –31.1
Yuki Chugoku JpnPurGth OT OT IRL 02/09 JPY 3989.00 –14.7 –45.6 –38.5

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 6368.00 –5.9 –42.3 –35.5

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4191.00 –7.9 –44.0 –35.2
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4748.00 –10.1 –37.1 –32.2

Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4151.00 –11.8 –41.7 NS

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4363.00 –3.1 –45.9 –36.9
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty PurGthJp JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4084.00 –6.4 –43.6 –36.8

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 04/07 JPY 4913.00 –3.6 –39.0 –33.2

Continued from previous page

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Global Inv I OT OT VGB 02/27 USD 34.46 –10.3 –1.0 5.6

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 03/31 USD 1358.87 0.5 4.1 5.9

CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 1754.53 0.8 –7.2 –3.0

CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 1252.68 0.4 4.8 5.8

CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 1713.10 2.7 7.0 6.4

CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 995.18 –0.3 1.6 6.7

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 01/31 EUR 98.75 0.3 –21.6 –9.0

D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 01/30 EUR 1001.61 0.6 –24.2 –12.3

n HARMONY CAPITAL
email: info@harmonycapitalfund.com
Harmony Cap Ltd A USD OT OT BMU 01/30 USD 2057.10 –0.5 –5.2 –4.7

Harmony Cap Ltd B EUR OT OT BMU 01/30 EUR 1990.70 –0.8 –4.6 –4.9

Harmony Cap Ltd D USD OT OT BMU 01/30 USD 1178.50 –0.5 –5.6 –5.1

Harmony Cap Ltd E EUR OT OT BMU 01/30 USD 1145.50 –0.8 –4.8 –5.2

Harmony Cap Ltd F GBP OT OT BMU 01/30 GBP 1002.20 –0.6 –4.0 –4.0

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 03/27 USD 521.44 NS –66.2 –42.6

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 02/27 EUR 228.29 6.3 22.4 38.0

Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 02/27 USD 233.26 6.3 20.5 38.6

Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 02/27 EUR 227.03 8.5 17.0 26.1

Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 02/27 USD 227.03 4.4 11.5 24.0

Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 506.15 2.8 24.8 33.0

Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 02/27 USD 506.15 2.8 24.8 33.0

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
HSBC Absolute Companies
Euro Absolute OT OT GGY 09/30 GBP 1.43 –12.1 –12.2 –0.7

Euro Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 09/30 EUR 2.01 –12.3 –12.6 –2.2

Global Absolute OT OT GGY 03/20 GBP 0.95 1.2 NS NS

Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 1.78 1.0 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 72.98 –4.4 NS NS

Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 68.71 –4.3 NS NS

Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 77.35 –4.2 NS NS

Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 76.14 –4.3 NS NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 122.04 2.3 NS NS

GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 CHF 101.40 1.6 NS NS

GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 110.61 1.9 NS NS

GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 GBP 120.35 2.1 NS NS

GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 89.70 7.5 NS NS

GH Fund Inst JPY OT OT JEY 03/20 JPY 8576.69 2.0 NS NS

GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 101.02 2.4 NS NS

GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 115.56 2.2 NS NS

GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 03/20 GBP 120.24 2.2 NS NS

GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 135.13 2.4 NS NS

GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 243.74 –16.6 –16.6 –2.8

Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 126.63 2.2 NS NS

Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 101.33 3.9 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 CHF 85.69 2.0 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 92.59 2.5 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 03/20 GBP 99.99 3.2 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb Inst USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 98.01 –0.8 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 03/20 EUR 98.10 2.5 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 03/20 GBP 102.93 3.2 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 03/20 USD 111.62 3.1 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 173.55 2.8 NS NS

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 107.54 0.4 NS NS

Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 91.49 3.2 NS NS

Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 166.53 2.8 NS NS

Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 144.01 2.6 NS NS

Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 80.61 2.6 NS NS

Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 03/20 EUR 114.20 –0.9 NS NS

Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 120.49 –1.3 NS NS

Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 03/20 JPY 7742.97 –4.2 NS NS

Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 90.16 –4.2 NS NS

Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 86.23 0.4 NS NS

Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 03/20 USD 147.99 –2.4 NS NS

Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 03/20 EUR 134.84 –2.0 NS NS

Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 03/20 GBP 142.04 –2.4 NS NS

US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 03/20 USD 104.83 2.5 NS NS

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200

Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com

Altipro OT OT FRA 02/27 EUR 248.82 1.2 –2.7 1.1

Integrated Dir Trading EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 101.97 –0.5 –0.5 5.7

Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 71.20 –32.2 –32.2 –13.8

Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 149.01 0.3 0.3 0.4

Integrated Event Driven EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 81.84 –23.7 –23.7 –8.5

Integrated Lg/Sh Sel F EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 85.63 –14.3 –14.3 –3.0

Integrated MultSt B EUR OT OT VGB 12/31 EUR 112.90 –19.1 –19.1 –6.7

Integrated Relative Value EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 89.65 –10.8 –10.8 –3.2

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG

www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911

KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 EUR 1902.24 –13.7 –12.4 0.9

KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 USD 1829.54 –14.3 –12.7 1.6

n MERIDEN GROUP

Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com

Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 04/03 USD 209.49 9.0 –71.9 –49.0

Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 04/03 USD 289.44 –0.1 –84.0 –54.2

Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 04/01 EUR 84.28 –3.2 –21.0 –11.9

Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 01/30 USD 1220.59 NS –14.9 –4.7

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 80.86 –2.9 39.4 43.1
Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 03/31 USD 3579.45 –2.0 23.4 25.5
Superfund Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 1182.22 1.7 9.4 32.3
Superfund Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 1364.67 1.2 15.0 39.6
Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 03/31 EUR 8656.12 –1.2 17.9 20.2

n WEAVERING CAPITAL
www.weaveringcapital.com chas.dabhia@weaveringcapital.com T:+44(0)2073554720
Weavering Macro F.I. Fd GL OT CYM 02/27 USD 183.52 –0.1 9.3 10.8

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 03/31 EUR 1278.17 –1.2 –2.1 11.1
Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 03/31 GBP 1260.86 –1.1 –1.3 12.5
Winton Evolution JPY GL OT VGB 02/27 JPY 115254.95 0.7 –3.8 7.1
Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 03/31 USD 1251.18 –1.0 –2.3 11.6
Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 03/31 EUR 204.63 –0.6 8.5 22.5
Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 03/31 GBP 220.34 –0.7 9.4 24.1
Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 03/31 JPY 14662.03 –0.7 5.7 19.5
Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 03/31 USD 726.91 –0.9 7.7 22.8

n ZULAUF EUROPE FUNDS
Phone: +353 1436 7200 Fax: +353 1672 5361 www.zulaufeurope.ky
Zulauf Europe Fd EUR OT OT CYM 03/31 EUR 124.26 4.6 –10.4 –1.4
Zulauf Europe Fd LP OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 173.04 1.2 12.5 6.3
Zulauf Europe Fd USD OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 270.83 4.7 –8.5 1.2

NAV % RETURN
FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV — %RETURN —
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 03/31 USD 1251.33 –1.8 –1.8 –0.5 –18.7 –8.8

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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Pakistani, U.S. officials call for mutual trust

By August Cole

And Yochi J. Dreazen

WASHINGTON—U.S. Defense
Secretary Robert Gates’s proposed
shake-up is expected to stoke debate
about the importance of weapons-
manufacturing jobs and appears to
mark a turning point for an industry
that enjoyed record business during
the Bush administration.

Mr. Gates said Monday that he
planned to halt new purchases of
the F-22 Raptor fighter jet from
Lockheed Martin Corp. after deliv-
ery of 187 of the aircraft already or-
dered. He also said there would be
no more orders for Boeing Co. C-17
transport planes beyond the 205
planned.

Both companies said his deci-
sion would prompt thousands of
layoffs, handing congressional op-
ponents a potentially potent politi-
cal weapon. Mr. Gates tried to pre-
empt criticism, saying Monday
that any job losses would largely
be offset by new positions to be
created by companies receiving ad-
ditional Pentagon money in com-
ing years.

Mr. Gates proposed boosting cer-
tain programs, including Lockheed
Martin’s F-35 Lightning fighter jet,
as well as a variety of unmanned
aerial vehicles.

The Army’s $200 billion Future

Combat Systems program, led by
Boeing and SAIC Inc., would be
trimmed through a call to cancel an
$87 billion high-tech ground-vehi-
cle effort. Mr. Gates said plans for
the program “do not adequately re-
flect the lessons of counterinsur-
gency and close-quarters combat in
Iraq and Afghanistan.”

Other cancellations included an
advanced satellite communications
program, and the replacement of
Air Force search-and-rescue heli-
copters. Shipbuilding is also get-
ting trimmed, with the Navy hold-
ing off on a futuristic cruiser pro-
gram. An older destroyer design
will go back into production.

The International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace Work-
ers denounced the decision to dis-
continue the F-22 jet as unwise.
“We simply cannot afford to canni-
balize our national defense to re-
pair damage caused by reckless fi-
nancial institutions and greed-
crazed corporate executives,”
union president Tom Buffenbarger

said in a statement.
Contractors, including Boeing

and Lockheed, said they were still
studying Mr. Gates’s decisions.

Mr. Gates’s plans have clear in-
ternational implications. His deci-
sion to increase spending on the
F-35, which involves European na-
tions and defense companies, from
$6.8 billion in 2009 to $11.2 billion
in 2010 secures the program’s fu-
ture and will help keep costs in
check for such allies as the U.K. and
the Netherlands.

Mr. Gates also said he intended
to cancel the Lockheed-led effort to
build a new fleet of Marine One heli-
copters for the president.

Finmeccanica’s AgustaWest-
land is a partner on that program,
which had called for heavily modify-
ing a US101 helicopter into a flying
limousine. Mr. Gates said he de-
cided to cancel the program be-
cause costs doubled to more than
$13 billion and the schedule slipped
to six years overdue. Finmeccanica
said in a statement that the move

would have no impact on the compa-
ny’s financial guidance and is in no
way related to the technical charac-
teristics of the helicopter.”

Defense stocks rallied Monday
after the budget announcement,
ending a drawn-out period of uncer-
tainty. Lockheed shares rose $5.97,
or 8.9%, to $73.28; Northrop Grum-
man Corp. gained $3.96, or 9%, to
$47.94; Boeing was up 47 cents, or
1.3%, at $38.16; General Dynamics
Corp. rose $2.90, or 6.8%, to $45.56;
Raytheon Co. was up $3.19, or 8.3%,
at $41.66.

One big test for the defense plan
will be winning over key Demo-
cratic lawmakers. Pennsylvania
Rep. John Murtha, chairman of the
House Appropriations Defense Sub-
committee, said the the plans were
an important “first step in balanc-
ing the department’s wants with
our nation’s needs,” but would re-
quire careful review.

Missouri Democratic Rep. Ike
Skelton, chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee, said

the proposed budget was a “good-
faith effort,” but that “the buck
stops with Congress.”

Connecticut Sen. Joe Lieberman
and Oklahoma Sen. Jim Inhofe
urged in a letter “not to allow deep
cuts in U.S. missile defense pro-
grams that are critically important
to protecting our homeland and our
allies against the growing threat of
ballistic missiles.” The Missile De-
fense Agency budget is being cut by
$1.4 billion.

Beyond military hardware, Mr.
Gates said the Pentagon plans a 5%
increase in the number of special op-
erations forces, or 2,800 people. He
called for plans to recruit more cy-
ber-warfare experts, and to add
Army helicopter pilots and mainte-
nance crews, in a move that will help
support operations in Afghanistan.

Mr. Gates also plans to hire more
than 30,000 new civilian officials
over the next five years, gradually
reducing the number of contrac-
tors to 26% of the Pentagon work
force, down from a current 39%.

U.S. defense overhaul faces opposition
Contractors, lawmakers and unions are worried about loss of weapons-manufacturing jobs under Gates plan
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ISLAMABAD—Pakistani and U.S.
officials on Tuesday emphasized
the need for trust between their
countries to counter the threat from
al Qaeda and the Taliban.

U.S. envoy Richard Holbrooke and
Adm. Mike Mullen of the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff were visiting Pakistan
on the heels of President Barack
Obama’s announcement of plans to
reinvigorate the war in Afghanistan
by sending more troops to the region
and increasing aid to Pakistan.

Pakistani leaders say they wel-
come billions more dollars in assis-
tance, but Mr. Obama’s insistence
that the money won’t come without
conditions has rankled some here
and underscored a trust deficit be-
tween the two camps.

“We can only work together if we

respect each other and trust each
other,” Pakistani Foreign Minister
Shah Mahmood Qureshi said during
a joint news conference.

Mr. Qureshi reiterated his gov-
ernment’s official opposition to
American air strikes on targets in Pa-
kistan, attacks that have angered
many in Pakistan.

Mr. Qureshi said Pakistan has
“red lines” that shouldn’t be
crossed, notably any sort of U.S.
ground operation on its territory.

U.S. officials have complained
that the country’s spy agency still
has ties to some militant groups,
something Pakistan denies.

In an interview Tuesday, Paki-
stani President Asif Ali Zardari
called it “a supposition” that Paki-
stan’s top spy agency had helped the
Taliban stage attacks in Afghanistan.

Pakistan’s Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi, left, appeared with Richard
Holbrooke, U.S. special envoy to Afghanistan and Pakistan, in Islamabad Tuesday.
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Shifting priorities | Winners and losers in the proposed U.S. defense budget

F-35 Joint Strike Fighter: Buy 30 planes in
2010, up from 14 in 2009

Predator drone: Increase funding of
unmanned aircraft widely used in Iraq and
Afghanistan

Littoral Combat Ship: Buy three vessels
in 2010, up from two in 2009

Theater missile-defense systems: Add 
$700 million in funding

F-22 Raptor: End production of the aircraft
after 187 produced

C-17 airlifter: End production after 205 built VH-71 presidential helicopter: Terminate 
the program that is late and over budget

CSAR-X helicopter: End troubled effort to
replace Air Force search and rescue fleet

Losers:

Winners:

Sources: Defense Department; Photos (clockwise from top left): Defense Dept.; Associated Press; Lockheed-Martin (2); Boeing (rendering); Boeing; Defense Dept. (2)
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By Nat Worden

Time Warner Inc. took another
step toward freeing itself from its
struggling AOL unit by asking holders
of $12.3 billion of its bonds for ap-
proval to adjust covenants that limit
the media giant’s ability to dispose of
AOL’s assets.

The announcement coincides with
the arrival Tuesday of AOL’s new chief
executive, Tim Armstrong—a former
Google Inc. executive whose recent
hiring was widely viewed as a coup for
Time Warner that would give credibil-
ity to AOL as a stand-alone company
in the event of a spinoff.

Time Warner just completed the
full spinoff of its cable arm, and the

company’s CEO, Jeff Bewkes, has re-
peatedly signaled that AOL would be
next on his agenda for restructuring
themediaconglomerate.Monday’san-
nouncement appears to be an effort to
free Mr. Armstrong’s hand to pursue a
spinoff of the Internet unit.

“This potential move, along with
the recent hiring of Tim Armstrong,
suggests that the spinning of AOL
could likely be announced in the next
few months,” said Sanford C. Bern-
stein & Co. analyst Michael
Nathanson. Mr. Nathanson puts a
value of $2.4 billion on AOL as a stand-
alone company.

AOL assets include its dial-up Inter-
net access business, as well as an on-

line-adnetworkcalledPlatformA,ava-
riety of sites such as MapQuest and
TMZ,andasocial-networkingbusiness
that includes AOL Instant Messenger.

Time Warner said it would give
eachbondholder who gives consent to
the amendment $5 for each $1,000
principal amount of debt. It is essen-
tiallymoving debtoff ofAOL and offer-

ing to back it up with Home Box Office
Inc., which has a guarantee in connec-
tion with the offer and remains one of
Time Warner’s prized assets.

The consent solicitation will ex-
pire at 5 p.m. EDT on April 15.

Analysts and investors have been
callingfor years for a spinoff of AOL af-
ter its merger with Time Warner in
2000 produced a string of disappoint-
ments on Wall Street and a long drop
in the media company’s stock price.

Time Warner has taken steps to
separate the company’s ad business
from its dial-up access business in
hopesofripening the company’sstruc-
ture for a deal. It also has held peri-
odic negotiations with Internet com-
panies such as Yahoo Inc. and Mi-
crosoft Corp. about AOL, although the
global financial crisis has put a
damper on those talks.
 —Kerry E. Grace

contributed to this article.

Time Warner, AOL split nears
With a new CEO,
online unit appears
headed for spinoff

Former Google executive Tim Armstrong, below, was named CEO of Time Warner
unit AOL, which may be headed for a spinoff. Above, AOL’s Dulles, Va., headquarters. Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream

Another adjustment
Australia’s central bank lowered 
its cash-rate target to 3%
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Lukoil’s revenue falls 26%,
leading to $1.62 billion loss
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By James Glynn

SYDNEY—The Reserve Bank of
Australia on Tuesday fine-tuned eco-
nomic policy settings by cutting in-
terest rates a further one-quarter of
a percentage point to a 49-year low,
saying the economy is contracting,
but at a slower pace than other ma-
jor economies.

Despite lowering its cash-rate
target to 3%, the central bank indi-
cated a more neutral policy stance
and said there are early signs of im-
provement in the world economy, in-
cluding in China, Australia’s largest
trading partner.

“There are tentative signs of sta-
bilization in several countries, in-
cluding China, though it is too early
yet to judge how durable these will
prove to be,” RBA Governor Glenn
Stevens said.

The cash-rate target cut was the
eighth since September 2008 and
the seventh since the collapse of
U.S. investment bank Lehman Broth-
ers Holdings.

Mr. Stevens signaled the RBA will
proceed cautiously, making small ad-
justments to interest rates only if
needed. “The Australian economy is
contracting, though by less than
those of its trading partners,” he said.

While labor demand and credit
growth have weakened, the RBA
said that there is emerging strength
in finance for homes, and that the
economic stimulus already an-
nounced will leave the economy

well-positioned in the future.
The RBA’s decision is “a real com-

promise” for the central bank, said
Katie Dean, senior economist at Aus-
tralia & New Zealand Banking
Group. “Further cuts will be drip-
fed from here if indeed they come,”
Ms. Dean said.

Some economists said more rate
cuts appear likely as unemployment
rises and confidence is battered by a
confirmation that the nation is in its
first recession since the early 1990s.

“The RBA has more work to do,”
said UBS Chief Economist Scott
Haslem. “We expect the RBA to con-
tinue to cut interest rates in simi-
larly sized steps over the coming six
to nine months.”

Australia cuts rate
to 3%, a 49-year low
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Hynix Semiconductor Inc. of
South Korea appealed a ruling in
the U.S. that ordered the company
to pay $397 million in damages and
royalties to Rambus Inc.

Last month, the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of
California ruled that Hynix in-
fringed on Rambus’s patents for
dynamic random-access memory
products.

“We think the latest ruling is un-
fair so we are appealing the case,”
said Park Seong-ae, a Hynix
spokeswoman.

Rambus, of Los Altos, Calif., spe-
cializes in technology that accelerates
the performance of memory chips.

The company has been locked
in patent litigation with makers of
those chips after an initial plan to
license its technology collapsed.

Hynix to appeal damages ruling

By Jacob

Gronholt-Pedersen

MOSCOW—OAO Lukoil Hold-
ings posted a $1.62 billion net loss
for the fourth quarter because of
lower oil prices, higher taxes and
foreign-exchange losses. But ana-
lysts said earnings likely improved
significantly as this year began.

“Lukoil follows the trend in the
whole industry, which suffered
from low prices and very high taxa-
tion in the quarter,” Lev Snykov, an
analyst at Moscow-based invest-
ment bank VTB Capital, said on
Tuesday. He said he saw clear signs
of better performance in the first
quarter as crude-oil prices stabi-

lized and taxes on oil were lowered
from Jan. 1.

Moscow-based Lukoil last week
reported $2 billion in items for the
fourth quarter, including a $950
million write-off because of the de-
valuation of the ruble.

Revenue fell 26% to $18.4 bil-
lion from $24.9 billion though
crude-oil production remained
flat. Revenue was weighed down
by a 36% drop in oil prices.

Lukoil, 20% of which is owned
by ConocoPhillips of the U.S., re-
ported a $3.21 billion net profit in
the fourth quarter of 2007.

Lukoil this year cut its plan for
2009 capital spending to $6.5 bil-
lion from $11.2 billion.

Time Warner just
completed the full
spinoff of its cable
arm.
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South Korean ex-president
implicates wife in scandal

Revised euro-zone GDP
points to a slow recovery

Ireland squeezes more in new budget

Economists debate recovery’s shape

World Bank warns Asia
Growth forecast cut
and ‘painful surge’
of job losses is seen

World Bank cleanup in spotlight

ECONOMY & POLITICS

By Michael S. Arnold

TOKYO—The World Bank cut its
2009 economic growth forecast for
developing East Asia to 5.3% from
6.7% and warned of a “painful
surge” of unemployment as the glo-
bal recession hits home.

In its semiannual update on East
Asia and the Pacific region, the bank
reiterated its projection that Chi-
na’s economy will expand 6.5% this
year and called the prospect that
China’s economy will bottom out
midyear, as its massive stimulus
package kicks in, a “ray of hope” for
the region.

But a sustainable recovery will
depend on the advanced economies
that take most of Asia’s exports, and
recovery there isn’t expected until
2010, said the report.

The projected 5.3% growth rate
for developing East Asia this year
marks a sharp slowdown from an es-
timated 8% expansion in 2008 and
the 11.4% growth rate in 2007, but
still leaves the region as the fastest
growing part of the world economy.

Excluding China, the East Asian
region is expected to grow just 1.2%

this year, a “lackluster perform-
ance” that places it behind the Mid-
dle East and North Africa, South
Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, the
bank said.

Developing East Asia includes
China, Indonesia, the Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
Mongolia, Papua New Guinea and
the island economies of the Pacific.

The World Bank last week fore-
cast the global economy would con-
tract 1.7% in 2009, for the first glo-
bal decline since World War II.

With Asia’s increased integra-
tion into the global economy, “the
impact of the crisis in the advanced
economies was transmitted to the

economies of the region with un-
usual speed,” the report said.

As world-wide demand declines,
exports and industrial production
across the region are falling, leading
to factory closures, job losses and
lower wages, the report said.

Unemployment in the region is
reported to have increased to 24
million people in January, up one
million from a year earlier, the
World Bank said. But it said the of-
ficial numbers capture “only a
small part of the deteriorating em-
ployment situation” and warned
of “the beginning of a painful
surge in unemployment through-
out the region.”

The bank praised Asian govern-
ments for reacting swiftly, cutting
interest rates and taking other
steps to ensure adequate liquidity
in their financial markets. Govern-
ments in developing East Asia have
announced stimulus packages
equivalent to 3.6% of their com-
bined GDP, and are expanding so-
cial programs.

The World Bank said Asia’s rapid
growth of recent years may be a
thing of the past. Even when global
demand picks up, the report said,
“the region’s outward-oriented
economies are unlikely to enjoy the
same success in the medium term as
they did in the previous decade,” as
the developed world tries to save
more and consume less.

Slashing down
East Asia and Pacific growth 
forecasts

Current 
forecast

Source: World Bank

2008 2009 2010

November
2008
forecast

8%
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By Nicholas Winning

LONDON—The record contrac-
tion in the euro zone’s economy in
the fourth quarter was even sharper
than initially estimated, fueling fears
that it will take longer for the cur-
rency bloc to recover from recession.

Gross domestic product con-
tracted 1.6% from the third quarter
and 1.5% from a year earlier in the fi-
nal three months of 2008 in the 15
countries that then used the euro—
the biggest contraction by both mea-
sures since records began in 1995, the
European Union’s Eurostat statistics
agency said. The euro zone added a
16th country, Slovakia, on Jan. 1.

Eurostat’s preliminary reading,
issued a month ago, had shown
fourth-quarter GDP falling 1.5%
from the third quarter and 1.3%
from the fourth quarter of 2007.

“Worryingly, it is far from incon-
ceivable that euro-zone GDP contrac-
tion was even deeper in the first quar-
ter of 2008, given largely dire data
and survey evidence,” said Howard
Archer, chief U.K. and European econ-
omist at IHS Global Insight.

The euro zone slipped into its
first recession in the third quarter af-
ter registering a second consecutive

quarterly drop in GDP. In the third
quarter, euro-zone GDP fell 0.3%
from the second quarter, but grew
0.6% from the year-earlier period.

Eurostat said annual euro-zone
economic growth slowed to 0.8% for
all of last year, from 2.6% in 2007.
That compares with a 1.1% increase
in GDP in the U.S. last year and a 0.6%
contraction in Japan, Eurostat said.

The revised fourth-quarter GDP
figures are likely to fuel concerns
that the recession will be deeper
and more protracted than expected.

Theyarealsolikelytoincreasepres-
sure on the European Central Bank to
loosen monetary policy further.

The ECB cut its main interest rate
to 1.25% last week, down from 4.25%
in October, but it has been less ag-
gressive than the U.S. Federal Re-
serve and the Bank of England. ECB
President Jean-Claude Trichet has in-
dicated that rates could drop again.

The fourth-quarter figures
showed exports were 6.7% weaker
than the third quarter as the credit
crisis hit demand in the euro zone’s
main trading partners, while im-
ports dropped 4.7%. That com-
pares with a 0.2% drop in exports
and 1.3% rise in imports between
July and September.

By Quentin Fottrell

DUBLIN—Ireland’s government
delivered a painful emergency bud-
get that doubled income tax sur-
charges, cut spending and created a
toxic asset company to house banks’
bad debts.

“I want to assure the Irish people
that we have the capacity and your
government has the will to bring us
out of this period of severe eco-
nomic distress,” Irish finance minis-
ter Brian Lenihan told parliament
Tuesday. “We have faced adversity
in the past and we have prevailed.”

So far this year, the government

has cut public spending by Œ1.8 bil-
lion ($2.41 billion), primarily with
cuts in public services. The latest
cuts mean an additional Œ1.5 billion
in gross public spending, and addi-
tional revenue of Œ1.8 billion.

Mr. Lenihan offered a bleaker pic-
ture of the economy than the govern-
ment unveiled just last week. He pre-
dicted that gross domestic product
would contract by up to 8% in 2009,
worse than the 6.75% contraction in
last week’s pre-budget outlook. He
said he expects consumer prices to
fall 4% in 2009. Without this budget,
he said, the general government def-
icit would have been 12.75% of GDP.

The emergency budget will close
that gap to 10.75%.

Last week, euro-zone finance
ministers called on Ireland and
Greece to take immediate steps to
control their rising budget deficits
this year, or face the possibility of
sanctions or fines.

Ireland’s government chose to
leave its 12.5% corporate-tax rate un-
changed. The low rate has been cru-
cial in drawing U.S. companies to Ire-
land. However, Mr. Lenihan doubled
income-tax surcharges, raised capi-
tal gains and capital acquisition
taxes, and increased excise duties
on cigarettes and alcohol.

By Bob Davis

WASHINGTON—When the World
Bank signed Leonard McCarthy as
its anticorruption czar last year, the
bank looked to overcome divisions
over how it handles graft probes.

But allegations that Mr. McCar-
thy in his old job as a South African
investigator pursued a political
agenda threaten to re-open old
wounds. During the tenure of
former World Bank President Paul
Wolfowitz, critics charged the insti-
tution played favorites in deciding
which developing-nation projects
to halt because of concerns of graft.

An outside review panel found
the Department of Institutional In-

tegrity under Mr. McCarthy’s prede-
cessor, Suzanne Folsom, was
marred by “serious operational is-
sues,” although it praised her profes-
sionalism. Robert Zoellick, who suc-
ceeded Mr. Wolfowitz, has vowed
greater transparency.

Nancy Boswell, president of
Transparency International-USA,
which tracks development issues,
said it was too early to judge the
charges against Mr. McCarthy.
“Smear campaigns against corrup-
tion fighters are, unfortunately, all
too common,” she said.

During his year at the World
Bank, Mr. McCarthy has increased
the number of debarments of compa-
nies engaged in corruption.

By SungHa Park

SEOUL—A political bribery scan-
dal involving figures from South Ko-
rea’s two major political parties took
a new twist Tuesday when former
President Roh Moo-hyun announced
on a Web site that his wife received
money from a key figure in the case.

The development is a surprising
turn for Mr. Roh, who until now ap-
peared to be the first South Korean
president since the country became
a true democracy in the late 1980s
not to be tarnished by a bribery or
political influence scandal.

Mr. Roh posted the announce-
ment several hours after one of his
former aides, Chung Sang-moon, was
arrested and charged with taking hun-
dreds of millions of won from Park
Yeon-cha, chairman of Taekwang In-
dustrial Co., a shoe manufacturer.

In his Web posting, Mr. Roh said
his wife, Kwon Yang-suk, “asked for,
received and used the money” for
which Mr. Chung was arrested. “I’m
worried if he stated that he did it,”

Mr. Roh wrote. “The charge shouldn’t
be on Mr. Chung, but on us.”

Mr. Roh said the money was used
to repay debts. He indicated he
would cooperate with investigators
and believed they would reveal
more details.

“I’m overwhelmed by shame,”
Mr. Roh wrote. “I’m more ashamed
to those who have trusted and sup-
ported me. I sincerely apologize.”

The Supreme Prosecutors’ Office
couldn’t be reached to comment late
Tuesday.

Mr. Park was arrested in Decem-
ber on tax evasion and bribery
charges for making payouts to sev-
eral people in Mr. Roh’s administra-
tion as well as other politicians. In
recent weeks, prosecutors have in-
terviewed more than a dozen promi-
nent political figures.

In December, Mr. Roh’s older
brother, Roh Gun-pyeong, was ar-
rested on charges for allegedly col-
luding with Mr. Park to broker the
purchase of an ailing securities firm
from a state-run company in 2006.

By Tom Barkley

WASHINGTON—Two former
chief economists of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund disagreed
Tuesday on whether the eventual
global recovery will take the shape
of a solid “V” or weak “L.”

Simon Johnson and Michael
Mussa, both senior fellows at the
Peterson Institute for International
Economics, agreed that the world
economic recession is likely to be the
worst since World War II. However,
they differed not just on the outlook
for the economy—but on the funda-
mental nature of the crisis itself.

Mr. Mussa, who served as chief
economist for the IMF from 1991 to
2001, expects the world economy to
remain true to the historical trend
that a steep downturn in growth is fol-
lowed by a sharp upturn. Such recov-
eries are referred to as V-shaped, as a
result of how they look on a graph.

Mr. Mussa sees a 0.8% contrac-
tion in the world economy this year.
But a recovery will likely be under
way by year’s end, he says, with glo-

bal growth bouncing back at a pace
of 3.7% next year.

While the exact timing of the re-
covery may be debated, “when it
starts, I think it is far more likely
than not that the U.S. economy and
the world economy will see the V for
victory,” Mr. Mussa said at a Peter-
son Institute conference.

While Mr. Mussa sees the cur-
rent downturn in the traditional
vein, with global demand snapping
back from a negative shock, Mr.
Johnson views the crisis as part of a
more sinister story in which the
power of international banks has dis-
torted the business cycle.

Mr. Johnson, who was the IMF’s
chief economist in 2007 and 2008, ar-
gued that the amount of economic
and political power the financial sec-
tor has amassed in the U.S. is a “dan-
gerous” development that has put the
global economy in uncharted waters.

“The industrial countries, par-
ticularly the U.S., have become a
lot more like emerging markets
than we’ve ever seen before,” said
Mr. Johnson.

Thus, he sees the world economy
struggling to recover over the next
couple of years. For 2009, he sees a
1% contraction, fourth quarter ver-
sus fourth quarter, with the economy
remaining essentially flat in 2010.

Mr. Mussa agreed that the current
recession is different than others in
certain ways. “But that does not re-
peal all of the regularities of macro-
economic behavior that we’ve been
able to observe and document over
the past 50 to 100 years,” he said.

In fact, Mr. Mussa views his
forecast as conservative, since the
behavior of previous U.S. eco-
nomic recessions in the postwar
period would suggest a growth
rate of 7.7% in the first six quarters
of a recovery. Instead, he is project-
ing 6.2% growth in the coming re-
covery, citing weaker expecta-
tions for consumer spending and
infrastructure investments.

Mr. Mussa’s forecast is also
closer to the IMF’s latest estimates
for a contraction of between 0.5%
and 1% this year, followed by a re-
bound of 1.5% to 2.5% in 2010.
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Investors unload financials
in a push for holiday cash
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BOJ set to lower forecast
Board had predicted
a 2% contraction
in Japan’s GDP
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By V. Phani Kumar

And Kate O’Keeffe

Asian financial stocks declined
as investors pocketed recent gains,
and miners fell along with metals
prices, but overall, shares ended lit-

tle changed Tues-
day.

“Investors are
cashing out to stay
on the sidelines be-

fore the holidays, and turnover is
shrinking,” said Linus Yip, strate-
gist at First Shanghai Securities in
Hong Kong. “People also are await-
ing U.S. corporate results.”

Several Asian markets will be
closed for the Good Friday holiday,
with some also closed for Easter
Monday. Indian markets were
closed for a holiday Tuesday.

Financial stocks, the drivers of a
recent rally across the region,
slipped. HSBC Holdings fell 1.6% in
Hong Kong, National Australia
Bank dropped 2.3% in Sydney and
DBS Group Holdings lost 3.8% in Sin-
gapore.

In Tokyo, the Nikkei Stock Aver-
age of 225 companies shed 0.3% to

8832.85, ending a four-session win-
ning streak. Construction firms
were higher, benefiting from expec-
tations of another government stim-
ulus plan. Bellwether Kajima rose
1.6%.

In Sydney, the S&P/ASX 200 fell
1.3% to 3706.30 as the Reserve Bank
of Australia cut its policy rate by a
quarter percentage point to 3%.

Rio Tinto plunged 10% after the
mining giant said it is slowing the con-
struction of a planned alumina refin-
ery and will slash production of baux-
ite in response to weak demand and
prices for alumina and aluminum.

Telstra jumped 4.4% after the
Australian government said it
would allow the telecommunica-
tions giant to be involved in a na-
tional broadband network.

In Singapore, the Straits Times
Index fell 2.5% to 1802.39. Property
developers were among the biggest
losers, mostly because their stocks
rose sharply in recent sessions. Capi-
taLand dropped 8.5%.

Hong Kong's Hang Seng fell 0.5%
to 14928.97. PCCW rose 0.5% as trad-
ing in the telecom company re-
sumed for the first time this month.

By Megumi Fujikawa

And Tomoyuki Tachikawa

TOKYO—The Bank of Japan is
likely to revise downward its esti-
mates for the country’s economic
growth this month, the central
bank governor suggested, with the
nation’s worst recession since
World War II showing little sign of
ending soon.

Masaaki Shirakawa spoke after
the BOJ policy board voted unani-
mously to hold interest rates steady
at 0.1%. The central bank also wid-
ened the range of acceptable collat-
eral for its money-market opera-
tions, a bid to get more funds to
struggling banks and businesses.

“Uncertainty at both February
and March board meetings has
grown since January, and the na-
tion’s economy seems to be head-
ing in a more severe direction,” Mr.
Shirakawa said. “It can be evalu-
ated that current economic condi-
tions are weaker than in January’s
interim review when viewed over a
three-month period.”

The BOJ board gathers again
April 30 to issue its semiannual
outlook on the economy and
prices. Mr. Shirakawa’s remarks
added to speculation that the

board’s median forecast for real
gross domestic product this cur-
rent fiscal year will be down-
graded from the 2% contraction it
predicted in January. In October, it
had projected growth of 0.6%.

The continuing economic down-
turn also could lead the govern-
ment to revise down its growth es-
timate for the fiscal year that be-
gan April 1.

While Finance and Economy
Minister Kaoru Yosano hasn’t dis-
closed a new GDP projec-
tion, he has indicated that
the International Mone-
tary Fund’s estimate that
Japan’s economy will
shrink by an annualized
5.8% in calendar 2009 isn’t
far off the mark. The gov-
ernment made its current
estimate for flat growth in
December. It hasn’t re-
vised the figure since then,
despite the deepening re-
cession, leading to criti-
cism that its estimate is
out of touch with reality.

Meanwhile, Mr. Shirakawa said
the results of the bank’s quarterly
tankan survey, released last week,
further confirmed that the econ-
omy has deteriorated significantly
in recent months. The survey’s
main diffusion index, which mea-
sures business sentiment among
big manufacturers, worsened to a
record low of minus 58 in March.

The BOJ’s policy board, alert to
signs of a credit crunch, voted
Tuesday to expand the range of eli-

gible collateral for its liquidity-pro-
vision operations, making an esti-
mated four trillion to five trillion
yen ($39.58 billion to $49.47 bil-
lion) of additional funds available.
The bank will begin accepting pri-
vately placed municipal bonds and
loans on deeds to government and
government-backed institutions,
with maturities of 10 years or less.

The move is expected to benefit
regional banks, the major buyers
of local government debt, and

could encourage them to
loan to smaller local busi-
nesses that haven’t bene-
fited from previous BOJ
steps to buy highly rated
corporate bonds and com-
mercial paper.

Because loans on deeds
are illiquid, the BOJ until
now hadn’t taken them as
collateral. The bank will
decide by its April 30 meet-
ing when the new policy
will take effect.

Separately, Mr. Yosano
said the government will have no
choice but to issue deficit-financ-
ing bonds as well as construction
bonds to fund its planned stimulus
package. His remarks came a day af-
ter he said Japan will craft what
would be its largest supplemen-
tary budget ever, comprising 10
trillion yen or more of fresh govern-
ment spending to fight the na-
tion’s recession.
 —Michael S. Arnold

and Takashi Nakamichi
contributed to this article.
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By Alison Tudor

TOKYO—Dallas-based invest-
ment firm Lone Star won a battle to
buy failed Japanese property com-
pany New City Residence Invest-
ment Corp., a sign it is ramping up
once again in Japan’s sagging prop-
erty market.

Lone Star invested heavily in Ja-
pan during the 1990s after the coun-
try’s stock and real-estate bubble
burst, buying distressed assets rang-
ing from golf courses to a regional
bank. As the economy recovered,
Lone Star sold several of its largest
assets in Japan, including Pacific
Golf International Holdings KK and
Tokyo Star Bank, for a profit.

With Japan in recession again,
there are signs Lone Star is once

more on a shopping spree. It was
among the bidders for Lehman
Brothers’ Japanese real-estate as-
sets in January. Last year the U.S.
firm also set up a team to help fi-
nance real-estate deals in Japan,
people familiar with the matters
said.

Lone Star is investing heavily
elsewhere as well. Last July it paid
$6.7 billion for mortgage-backed as-
sets dumped by Merrill Lynch & Co.
that were originally valued at $30.6
billion.

The investment firm, run by
John Grayken, will pay about 120 bil-
lion yen ($1.2 billion) including debt
for New City, said people familiar
with the matter, with a view to relist-
ing the firm within five years.

Analysts said the value of the

deal was more than expected. But
several noted the deal may delay
much-anticipated consolidation in
the sector because Lone Star
doesn’t own other real-estate invest-
ment trusts.

Japan’s real-estate market has
been hit hard by the financial crisis,
in part because foreign banks have
sharply curtailed property financ-
ing. An index of REIT shares listed in
Tokyo has fallen by two-thirds since
hitting a record level in May 2007.

Several high-profile property
firms have gone bust; New City was
the first REIT to file for court protec-
tion in October last year with 112 bil-
lion yen in debt.

Alarmed by the falls, the Japa-
nese government is considering cre-
ating an investment fund to buy
shares in struggling REITs.
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Peru’s Fujimori is sentenced
to 25 years in murder case

By S. Mitra Kalita

The number of Chinese and Mid-
dle Eastern students applying for fall
admission to U.S. graduate programs
surged, while applications from In-
dia and South Korea fell, according
to a survey released Tuesday by the
Council of Graduate Schools.

The council, which represents
more than 500 higher-education in-
stitutions in the U.S. and Canada,
said foreigners’ applications for
2009 graduate-school admissions
rose 4% from the year before. That
compares with increases of 6% in
2008, 9% in 2007 and 12% in 2006.

The mixed results point to a
meeting of new realities in the glo-
bal economy: On the one hand,
some countries have improved
their educational systems to keep
students closer to home or woo
those from other countries who
might have otherwise chosen the
U.S. On the other, the global reces-
sion—and some signs of resistance
to employing immigrants in the
U.S.—means U.S. tuitions are in-
creasingly out of reach for some,
while others fear jobs won’t be wait-
ing for them upon graduation.

“Historically, U.S. graduate
schools were the graduate schools
for the world,” said council presi-
dent Debra W. Stewart. “Now, we
cannot simply assume it’s going to
be a matter of turning on the spigot
and the most talented people in the
world will flow in.” She and others
in higher education say it is too soon
to know the true effects of the finan-
cial crisis on higher education until
enrollment numbers are available.

The council survey of U.S. insti-
tutions, which fielded more than
400,000 applications in all, showed
growth of applications from China
along with the Middle East and Tur-
key, up 16% and 20% from 2008, re-
spectively. But applications from In-
dia and South Korea fell 9% and 7%,
respectively.

“The global economy is really
impacting students’ ability to
come to the United States,” Ms.
Stewart noted. “Students in India
are now finding it difficult to bor-
row money.” She cited tighter lend-
ing as another reason that doc-
toral programs, which typically of-
fer stipends and assistance, would
be luring more students than mas-
ter’s programs.

If the trend persists, it will mean
a subtle but significant change on
U.S. campuses, which have come to
rely on foreign students to fill their
seats, particularly in such depart-

ments as science and technology.
The council says declines in for-

eign applicants have come largely
at schools with relatively few for-
eign students. The University of
Kansas noted a drop in foreign stu-
dents’ applications, said assistant
dean John Augusto, who works in
the office of research and gradu-
ate studies, “but fortunately not
as big a drop as some institu-
tions.” Mr. Augusto said that
about 2,000 of the university’s
29,000 students are from abroad.
Admissions officials at the Univer-
sity of Southern California and
New York University, which have
among the largest international-
student populations, say they
have not seen a drop-off.

Other countries, such as the
U.K., Australia and Canada, have en-
acted policies that make it easier
for students to go from the class-
room to the workplace without re-
applying for a visa, said Ursula
Oaks, a spokeswoman for the Asso-
ciation of International Educators.
Meanwhile, amid a high unemploy-
ment rate, some U.S. government
agencies and recent legislation are
discouraging recruitment of for-
eign workers.

“There’s concern that interna-
tional students have about finding
jobs in the U.S. economy after they
graduate,” Ms. Oaks said.

Less zeal for U.S. schools
Foreign applications
to graduate programs
slow amid recession

By Chad Bray

And Maya Jackson Randall

A Chinese company and its man-
ager were charged in the U.S. for al-
legedly engaging in illegal financial
transactions through American
banks to help Iran import a variety of
banned materials, including metal al-
loys that could be used for nuclear
weapons and ballistic missiles.

At a news conference Tuesday,
Robert Morgenthau, the district at-
torney for New York’s bor-
ough of Manhattan, an-
nounced a 118-count crimi-
nal indictment against Li
Fangwei, a Chinese citi-
zen, and his company,
Limmt Economic & Trade
Co., and its various affili-
ates. The charges include
falsifying business
records, which would
carry a prison sentence of
as long as four years, and
conspiracy.

The U.S. Treasury De-
partment, which worked closely
with Mr. Morgenthau’s office, said
Tuesday it was freezing Mr. Li’s
U.S. assets and the assets of Limmt
companies, which sell metal alloys
and minerals, including high-
strength metals and sophisticated
military materials.

“This is a case about selling
banned materials and contraband
by a Chinese company to Iran by us-
ing the U.S. financial system,” Mr.
Morgenthau said.

The district attorney said he in-
tends to ask the Chinese govern-
ment’s assistance in having Mr. Li, 36
years old, of Liaoning province, extra-
dited to the U.S. to face the charges.

Mr. Li, who is also known as Karl
Lee, doesn’t have an attorney in
the U.S. He couldn’t immediately

be located for comment
Tuesday.

Mr. Morgenthau said the
company had been banned
since 2006 by the Treasury
Department from engaging
in financial transactions in
the U.S. for its role in assist-
ing Iran’s nuclear-prolifera-
tion program.

Limmt used aliases and
front companies in order to
send and receive dozens of
illegal payments through
the U.S. between November

2006 and September 2008, Mr. Mor-
genthau said.

The firm was assisted by two
Chinese banks in the transactions,
and his office is looking into their
role in the transactions, the dis-
trict attorney said, adding that the
probe is continuing.

Chinese firm is charged
over deals to help Iran

Zapatero shuffles economic team

Chinese visitors at an educational exhibition in Shanghai in March learn about
San Diego State University.
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BUKIT GANTANG, Malaysia—Ma-
laysia’s opposition won two of three
by-elections held Tuesday, dealing a
blow to Prime Minister Najib Abdul
Razak, who took office last week
with pledges to carry out wide-rang-
ing government and social reforms.

Tuesday’s results don’t change
the balance of power at the federal or
state levels but serve as an unofficial
referendum on Mr. Najib’s popularity.
The ruling National Front coalition
downplayed the loss, saying the new
premier was yet to make his mark.

“The feel-good factor from the
power transition is still too new and
has not sunk in,” said Muhyiddin Ya-
sin, who is expected to be appointed
deputy prime minister in the new
cabinet to be announced this week.

“I am confident that when the
new leadership begin their duties,
and when reforms are implemented,
it will convince the people,” he said.

Tuesday’s elections were to fill
one seat in Parliament from the
Perak state, and one seat each in
the state parliaments of Kedah and
Sarawak.

The by-elections were to fill va-
cancies left by two deaths and one
resignation.

The National Front won the Sa-
rawak race, but lost the other two.
The Perak federal seat was won by
the Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party,
while the Kedah state seat was won
by the People’s Justice Party.

The two parties are partners in
the People’s Alliance coalition led by
opposition leader Anwar Ibrahim.

ECONOMY & POLITICS

Robert
Morgenthau

By Jonathan House

MADRID—Spanish Prime Minis-
ter José Luis Rodriguez Zapatero re-
shuffled his cabinet in an effort to re-
new his government’s approach to
Spain’s economic crisis and improve
his Socialist party’s position ahead
of European Parliament elections.

In the most important change,
Public Administration Minister El-
ena Salgado will replace veteran Fi-
nance Minister Pedro Solbes.

“The fight against the economic
crisis is our top priority,” Mr. Zap-
atero said.

Mr. Solbes, 66 years old, is a
former European commissioner for
economic and monetary affairs and
three-time Spanish finance minister.

At a recent meeting with jour-
nalists and business leaders, a visi-
bly fatigued Mr. Solbes jokingly
said he envied departing Justice
Minister Mariano Fernández Ber-
mejo for being an “ex-minister,” a
comment that opposition politi-
cians criticized as showing a lack

of will to deal with the crisis.
The Socialists have seen their po-

litical fortunes dwindle in recent
months as Spain suffers one of the
EU’s most severe economic down-
turns. After posting a nearly 4%
growth rate for several years,
Spain’s economy slowed to 1.2%
growth last year. The Bank of Spain

expects the economy to contract by
3% this year. The country’s 15.5% un-
employment rate in February was
nearly twice the EU’s 7.9% rate.

The Socialists lost control of the
Galicia regional government to the op-
position Popular Party in March. Its
next electoral test comes June 7, with

elections to the European Parliament.
Ms. Salgado, 59 years old, who

is also a veteran of Socialist-led
governments in Spain, is known as
the architect of legislation that
banned smoking in public places
while she was health minister from
2004 to 2007. She has also held
high-level positions at the finance
and industry ministries.

Mr. Zapatero said Ms. Salgado’s
efficiency was a key reason in her
selection. As head of the public ad-
ministration ministry, Ms. Sal-
gado played a key role in oversee-
ing the Spanish government’s
most recent economic stimulus
package: Œ8 billion ($10.7 billion)
for infrastructure projects by city
governments.

“In an economic crisis it is very
important to, first, plan the re-
sponse and, second, for the mea-
sures taken to be efficient and
quickly implemented so that their
impact is felt in the economy,” Mr.
Zapatero said.

Learning curve
Annual change in graduate 
applications for fall semester
by country/region of origin

Note: 2009 data based on survey of 245 
institutions conducted Jan. 15 through March 13
Source: Council of Graduate Schools
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LIMA, Peru—A special tribunal
sentenced former President Alberto
Fujimori to 25 years in prison after
convicting him of what it called
“crimes against humanity”—death-
squad activities during his increas-
ingly autocratic 10-year rule that
ended in 2000.

The 70-year-old former Peru-
vian leader, who remains popular
for rescuing Peru from the brink of
economic and political collapse in
the early 1990s, was convicted of
25 murders committed by a mili-
tary hit squad in the early 1990s,
and the kidnappings of a business-
man and a journalist.

Presiding Judge Cesar San Mar-
tin told a hushed courtroom that
there was no question Mr. Fujimori
authorized the creation of the Colina
military death squad that killed

some 50 people amid a lengthy strug-
gle to crush a Maoist insurgency.

Mr. Fujimori apparently antici-
pated a guilty verdict. He sat alone
taking notes as the verdict was read
after a 15-month televised trial that
produced a 711-page sentence.

Outside the Lima police base
where the trial was being held, pro-
and anti-Fujimori activists fought
with sticks, fists and rocks after the
verdict was announced, amid chants
of “Fujimori innocent!” and “Fuji-
mori killer!” Some 30 relatives of vic-
tims clashed with about 500 Fuji-
mori supporters. Police broke up the
melee and no injuries were immedi-
ately reported.

Mr. Fujimori already had been
sentenced to six years in prison for
abuse of power and still faces two
corruption trials on charges includ-
ing bribing lawmakers.

Malaysian opposition gets a lift

The downturn has
done damage to the
political fortunes of
Spain’s Socialists.
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Aging, scarcity and development
Wellcome Trust looks
for growth trends
beyond the recession

Founded in 1936 through an en-
dowment in the will of Anglo-Ameri-
can pharmaceuticals entrepreneur
Henry Wellcome, the Wellcome
Trust now has £13 billion ($19 bil-
lion) under management after a
10.8% drop in its last financial year
to the end of September. As the
world’s second-largest medical-re-
search charity after the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation, it has reg-
ularly topped Europe’s charitable
foundation league both in terms of
grant expenditure and assets, ac-
cording to Philanthropy in Europe
magazine.

It has kept its triple-A grade from
rating agency Standard & Poor’s,
with a stable outlook, as well as for
its inaugural £550 million, 30-year
triple-A bond issued in 2006 months
after Danny Truell joined from Gold-
man Sachs Group Inc. as the founda-
tion’s chief investment officer. In an
interview last week in London, Mr.
Truell discussed with Financial
News’s James Mawson how
Wellcome has positioned itself dur-
ing the crisis and its plans for the fu-
ture.

How has the recession and credit
crunch affected the Wellcome Trust?

Sir Henry Wellcome founded his
pharmaceutical company in the
midst of the Great Depression. Since
then, we have been quite good at re-
cessions.

Our score in major recessions so
far is won three, drawn one, and
we’ll see how this one goes. The key
is to think about the long term. Is
this one going to be a good recession
for us? So far, not bad. In the 12
months to September our portfolio
was down about 10%. In the last six
months to March, our returns have
been flat. So in the first 18 months
we are down 10%. We have record lev-
els of liquidity, having sold £5 billion
of equities.

But one of the key factors in
whether this is going to be a good re-
cession or a bad recession is what
those who manage our private-eq-
uity monies achieve from here. We
have tried to rebalance our portfo-
lio; we sold about 15% of our [stakes
in buyout founds]—mainly mature
funds—at the end of 2007 and in
2008.

In our total private-equity portfo-
lio of just under £3 billion, in the past
18 months we have increased our ex-
posure to buyouts by about 10%, our
exposure to venture by 60% and our
direct private holdings by 100%.

We started selling risk assets in
March 2006, thinking that credit
was a problem and that the success
we had enjoyed investing in finan-
cial assets in the previous 20 years,
when bond yields fell from 12% to
4%, wasn’t going to be repeated in
the following 20 years unless bond

yields fell from 4% to -4%. For us,
long-term themes are key.

So you have moved from a set stra-
tegic asset allocation when you joined
in late 2005 to more thematic invest-
ing. What themes are interesting now?

We have four key themes. Ag-
ing—I definitely feel it. We are get-
ting older, and we think that West-
ern Europe and the U.S., even less
than Japan, are unprepared for the
reality of older populations. Brands
aren’t being built for older people.
Our real-estate industry, our finan-
cial services, our retailers and our lei-
sure industries need to gear up for
an older population.

In contrast, in the New New
World , demographics are favorable.
In Africa, 12% of the world’s popula-
tion produce only 1% of its gross do-
mestic product; half that population
is under the age of 16. In Latin Amer-
ica, there are favorable demograph-
ics and substantial natural re-
sources. There are many positive fac-
tors in India, China and elsewhere.
When we sit around in 2030 and ask
what worked in investment over the
previous 20 years, aging popula-
tions and the developing world are
likely to be two key areas.

There are two other themes. One
is scarcity; not enough profile is be-
ing given to energy, water, food and
resources, the prices for which have
become increasingly attractive.

Finally, the hope for Western Eu-
rope and the U.S. is that they can
shift their economic models from be-
ing debt-ridden service economies
to knowledge economies. We man-
aged the transition from agriculture
to manufacturing, from manufactur-
ing to services. As we release incredi-
ble talents from our financial indus-
try into disruptive knowledge indus-
tries, I think there are huge opportu-
nities.

At Wellcome, we are indifferent
as to the vehicles that we use to
make money from these themes . We
don’t care whether it is a public eq-
uity or a private equity or a fund or a
club deal or a co-invest. One of the
challenges for the industry is devel-
oping new models. At the moment ,
we have about 70% of our private-eq-
uity portfolio companies, to a
greater or lesser extent, adhering to
these themes—whether regional,
whether in agriculture, whether in
our exciting investment that is turn-
ing algae into jet fuel, whether cloud
systems or genetics.

What are the main risks that foun-
dations face?

Three things destroy a founda-
tion. Is the body investing its money
in a single asset? This concern led to
the flotation of Wellcome’s pharma-
ceutical business in 1986 and the sub-
sequent sale to Glaxo; we have no
singe-stock skew. Secondly, risk
comes from a liquidity squeeze forc-
ing the sale of good assets at dis-
tressed prices, hence we have record

levels of liquidity. Thirdly, inflation
can destroy real spending power;
hence, our focus on investments
that can withstand even high levels
of inflation.

What does a strong investment re-
turn mean to Wellcome?

My job is to manage our funds to
maximize our take from global eco-
nomic activity so that we can maxi-
mize our contribution to medical re-
search. In 1949, Wellcome gave out
its first-ever grant of £25,000. This
year it will be giving out close to
£600 million, and that is 18% com-
pound annual growth for 60 years.
At times like these, I do feel quite re-
sponsible. We have no plan B.

Will the increasing government and
regulatory attention in financial ser-
vices help?

Governments also have their
role to play and we have made it
clear to governments that, in
cricket terminology, which we are al-
lowed to use in England, we want
them to be the groundsmen and not
the umpires. We don’t agree that
government is good at directing en-
trepreneurial capital. We think it is
a contradiction in terms. But govern-
ment can do things about procure-
ment and about regulation to make
the world an easier place for entre-
preneurs.

www.efinancialnews.com

By Mark Cobley

Wasim Rehman, head of risk con-
trols at hedge-fund manager Mar-
shall Wace LLP, has resigned from
the partnership and plans to retire
from the investment industry at the
age of 28.

In a statement Tuesday, Mar-
shall Wace said Mr. Rehman would
continue as a consultant to the com-
pany, but would later work part-
time and “thereby fulfilling his de-
sire to pursue other opportunities
outside of the industry.”

Mr. Rehman has been at Marshall
Wace since March 2005, and be-
came a partner in October 2006,
when he was 26. He will be 29 in
July. This made him the firm’s
youngest partner by three months,
ahead of Anthony Clake. Mr. Reh-
man couldn’t be reached for com-
ment.

He will be succeeded at Marshall
Wace by James Hanson, the former
chief risk officer at hedge-fund man-
ager Polar Capital, which Mr. Han-
son left last summer.

Marshall Wace, one of London’s
oldest hedge-fund companies, had a
difficult time last year. Its flagship
Eureka equity long/short fund fell
19% during 2008, according to an in-
vestor. Marshall Wace declined to
comment on the figure.

Danny Truell: “Our score in major recessions so far is won three, drawn one.”

Marshall Wace’s
Rehman departs
at the age of 28
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The UK plays a vitally important role in the European
and global private equity and venture capital industry,
which is why we will be awarding the best CEOs
nationwide on 14 October 2009.

Jeremy Hand Past Chairman, BVCA and Managing
Partner, Lyceum Capital

A nationwide process to find the best CEOs of portfolio companies:

National Awards Ceremony: 14 October, The Hilton, London

View the full details and book your table at
www.bvcaceoawards.com
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